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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the numerical modeling of co-reactant electrogenerated
chemiluminescence (ECL) systems that have been recently proposed for analytical
applications.

Co-reactant ECL is light emission triggered by an electrochemical reaction of a
luminophore with a co-reactant. Many researchers are trying to expand its application in
the analytical field with carrying out various experiments. However, recent reports on the
co-reactant ECL have revealed several phenomena that are not yet fully understood from
theoretical viewpoint. Better understanding of the reaction mechanism for ECL generation
is necessary for further improvement of the co-reactant ECL.
In this context, three kinds of recently-proposed co-reactant ECL systems were
numerically modeled in this study to analyze the reaction mechanism. The numerical
modeling in this study mainly deals with dynamic ECL behavior while the potential of a
working electrode changes with time. The modeling of this kind of dynamic ECL behavior
provides us more information than that of static ECL behavior because very precise
analysis can be carried out by the consideration of dynamic changes in the modeling
parameters.

In Part A of this thesis, a homogeneous ECL system based on solution containing
Ir(ppy)3 and tripropylamine (TPA), which shows interesting ECL quenching at high
potential, was firstly analyzed. The numerical modeling in this study verified a mechanism
that the excited state of Ir(ppy)3 is quenched by its reaction with TPA radical cation, which
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is generated by the electrochemical oxidation of TPA. Moreover, a multicolor ECL system
with the addition of another metal chelate was also modeled in this part, and then a 3D
emission map on ECL intensity versus emission wavelength and applied potential was
successfully reproduced.
In Part B, heterogeneous ECL from a Ru(bpy)32+-doped silica nanoparticle under
solution containing TPA, which was reported as a very efficient ECL system, was analyzed.
The numerical modeling in this study proposed that the surface state of the used working
electrode changes during potential application, and then that causes the significant
reduction of ECL intensity at high potential. Also, the numerical modeling verified a
mechanism that the electron hopping inside the nanoparticle contributes to the efficient
ECL observed in this system.
In Part C, a new ECL system based on bipolar electrochemistry was modeled. The
numerical modeling in this study successfully simulated the ECL behavior for this new
ECL system, and then verified a mechanism that ECL quenches in specific area due to the
change in local pH during potential application. Moreover, a spatially-resolved bipolar
ECL system, which was reported very recently, was also modeled in this part. The
experimental results were well reproduced utilizing the findings from other parts of this
thesis.

In conclusion, the numerical modeling in this study contributed to the better
understanding of the reaction mechanism for ECL generation, which can support further
improvement of co-reactant ECL systems. Analysis for the reaction mechanism from
theoretical viewpoint should be adequately considered in future experimental studies.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence (ECL)

a) Annihilation and co-reactant ECL
Electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) is defined as the light emission
occurring at electrodes caused by energetic electron transfer reactions of electrogenerated
species in solution [1]. The first experiments on ECL in the world were carried out in
1964-1965 [2]–[4]. For example, Hercules reported light emission from non-aqueous
solution containing a number of hydrocarbons under potential application to a platinum
electrode [2]. In the 2nd half of 1960s, analytical and theoretical studies to clarify the
reaction mechanism for ECL generation were also started [5]–[10]. In 1972, Tokel and
Bard reported annihilation ECL from a metal chelate, tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II)
(Ru(bpy)32+ , bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine), whose photoluminescence and chemiluminescence
were already known in aprotic solvents [11]. The reaction sequence of this annihilation
ECL was suggested as follows:

Ru(bpy)32+ → Ru(bpy)33+ + e- (oxidation during anodic step)

(1.1)

Ru(bpy)32+ + e- → Ru(bpy)3+ (oxidation during cathodic step)

(1.2)

Ru(bpy)3+ + Ru(bpy)33+ → Ru(bpy)32+* + Ru(bpy)32+

(1.3)

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620 nm)

(1.4)

Scheme 1.1 - Reaction sequence of annihilation ECL from Ru(bpy)32+. The symbol “*”
means excited state in this thesis.
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The report of the ECL from water-soluble Ru(bpy)32+ suggested there is possibility
of ECL emission in aqueous solution, which gives advantages for the application of ECL
into analytical methods. However, it was difficult to reduce Ru(bpy)32+ in aqueous solution
(Ru(bpy)32+ + e- → Ru(bpy)3+, Eo ≈ -1.5 V vs. Ag|AgCl) because the potential window of
water is smaller than that of an aprotic solvent. And so, species that could generate a
reducing agent for reaction with Ru(bpy)33+ during the oxidation process, what are called
co-reactants, were searched for. Chang and Saji in Bard’s group reported oxalate anion as a
co-reactant for Ru(bpy)32+ in 1977 [12], and then, Noffsinger and Danielson discovered
tripropylamine (TPA), which exhibits much higher ECL efficiency, in 1987 [13]. The
reaction sequence of the co-reactant ECL based on the oxalate anion and Ru(bpy)32+ is
shown in Scheme 1.2. The highly reducing agent (CO2•-, Eo ≈ -2.3 V vs. Ag|AgCl [14]) is
generated by the electrochemical oxidation and subsequent chemical decomposition, and
then it reacts with Ru(bpy)33+ to generate the excited state of Ru(bpy)32+. This kind of
reaction is called “oxidative-reduction”.

C2O42- → C2O4•- + e-

(1.5)

C2O4•- → CO2•- + CO2

(1.6)

Ru(bpy)32+ → Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

(1.7)

Ru(bpy)33+ + CO2•- → Ru(bpy)32+* + CO2

(1.8)

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620 nm)

(1.9)

Scheme 1.2 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and C2O42-.
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b) Co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA
Since the discovery of TPA as a very efficient co-reactant [13], Many studies based
on the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA ECL system have been reported [15]–[23]. In parallel with studies
aiming for more efficient ECL, analysis for the reaction mechanism for ECL generation
has been also investigated by several researchers because the ECL mechanism for the
Ru(bpy)32+/TPA system was found to be very complicated [24]–[31].

In 2002, Miao and Choi in Bard’s group proposed a new ECL mechanism involving
TPA radical cation (TPA•+) and TPA radical (TPA•) [32]. It was well known that ECL
intensity from the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA system shows two waves when potential is scanned in
positive direction. The first ECL wave appears at ~0.9 V (vs. Ag|AgCl), where Ru(bpy)32+
is not yet oxidized (Eo ≈ 1.2 V). This kind of ECL wave was not observed in the
Ru(bpy)32+/C2O4 system stated above. They suggested a reaction pathway that both of
TPA•+ and TPA• play important roles as shown in Scheme 1.3 a). First, TPA starts to be
oxidized at ~0.9 V at the working electrode to produce TPA•+, and then TPA•+ loses a
proton to generate TPA•. Here, TPA•+ is a relatively-stable radical having a half-life of
~0.2 ms [32] and it can act as an oxidizing agent (Eo ≈ 0.9 V) during its lifetime. On the
other hand, TPA• generated by TPA•+ decomposition is a strong reducing agent (Eo ≈ -1.7
V) and it can react with Ru(bpy)32+ to form Ru(bpy)3+. Finally, TPA•+ reacts with
Ru(bpy)3+ to generate the excited state Ru(bpy)32+ (Ru(bpy)32+*). The existence of TPA•+
was evidenced in ESR experiments in their report. In this reaction pathway, the lifetime of
TPA•+ is critical for the intensity of ECL because TPA•+ and TPA• are both necessary to
generate the excited state. In other words, the ECL intensity is governed by the
8

deprotonation equilibrium of TPA•+. The difference of this equilibrium at different distance
from the electrode surface results in non-homogenous intensity of ECL.
The second ECL wave appears at ~1.2 V, which corresponds to the oxidation
potential of Ru(bpy)32+. The second ECL wave follows the “classical” co-reactant ECL
mechanism as shown for the Ru(bpy)32+/C2O4 system. The ECL mechanism for the second
ECL wave is illustrated in Scheme 1.3 b). In this pathway, both of TPA and Ru(bpy)32+ are
oxidized simultaneously on the working electrode. And then, the generated TPA• and
Ru(bpy)33+ react to form Ru(bpy)32+*. Ru(bpy)33+ can also react with Ru(bpy)3+, which is
formed by the reaction of TPA• and Ru(bpy)32+, to generate the excited state as shown for
the annihilation ECL (not described in the scheme).
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Scheme 1.3 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA (TPA•+
= (CH3CH2CH2)3N•+; TPA• = (CH3CH2CH2)2NC•HCH2CH3; product 1 (P1) =
(CH3CH2CH2)2N+CHCH2CH3).
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c) Variation of luminophores and co-reactants
Various kinds of luminophores and co-reactants for ECL generation have been
investigated until today, for the discovery of more efficient ECL systems and new
applications.

i.

Luminophores
There has been a great interest in metal chelate luminophores because numerous

metal chelates are also known as photoluminescent and chemiluminescent materials, and
the tuning of the wavelength of the emission, which could expand the application of ECL,
is comparatively easy by the selection of metal and chelate materials. Numerous studies on
metal chelates based on transition metals, main group metals and rare earth metals have
been carried out until today. Since the first metal chelate ECL was reported based on
Ru(bpy)32+, many researches on Ru(bpy)32+-related complexes can be easily found. Table
1.1 summarizes the ECL properties of Ru-polypyridine complexes obtained with TPA as
the co-reactant [20], [33]–[39].

Table 1.1 - ECL properties of Ru-polypyridine complexes obtained with TPA. ECL
efficiencies were calculated by comparing the ECL intensities with Ru(bpy)32+/TPA.
Metal chelates/Co-reactant

Solvent

λ [nm]

ECL efficiency

Ru(bpy)32+/TPA

H2O (0.2 M KH2PO4)

610

1 (ref.)

(bpy)2Ru(AZA-bpy)2+/TPA

H2O (0.2 M KH2PO4)

613

0.51

(bpy)2Ru(CE-bpy)2+/TPA

H2O (0.1 M Tris)

650

1.0

11

(bpy)2Ru(bphb)2+/TPA

MeCN (0.1 M TBAPF6)

624

1.5

[(bpy)2Ru]2(bphb)4+/TPA

MeCN

624

2.6

On the other hand, ECL based on iridium (III) complexes has been also widely
investigated by many researchers [40]–[53]. The reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL
based on Ir(ppy)3 (ppy = 2-phenylpyridinato) and TPA is shown in Scheme 1.4. Since TPA•
cannot easily reduce Ir(ppy)3 (Eo ≈ -2.4 V vs. Ag|AgCl), ECL from the Ir(ppy)3/TPA
system is generated basically via the classical reaction pathway. In the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system,
the reaction of Ir(ppy)3* with TPA•+ that quenches ECL needs to be considered [54], [55].
The influence of this reaction is discussed in a later section of this thesis.

TPA → TPA•+ + e-

(1.10)

TPA•+ → TPA• + H+

(1.11)

TPA• → P1 + e-

(1.12)

Ir(ppy)3 → Ir(ppy)3+ + e-

(1.13)

Ir(ppy)3+ + TPA• → Ir(bpy)3* + P1

(1.14)

Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3 + ECL (~520 nm)

(1.15)

Ir(ppy)3* + TPA•+ → Ir(ppy)3+ + P2

(1.16)

Scheme 1.4 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ir(ppy)3 and TPA. (P1 and
P2: TPA derivatives).

Ir-based ECL in aqueous solution was also investigated using TPA from the
viewpoints of fundamental study and applications, similarly to the Ru-based ECL. ECL
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from Ir(ppy)3 is usually observed at ~0.8 V vs. Ag|AgCl, which corresponds to the
oxidation potential of Ir(ppy)3, although the observed ECL efficiency is usually much
lower than the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA system [56]. The wavelength of emitted ECL from Ir(ppy)3
is lower than that from Ru(bpy)32+ [56]. The lower potential required for the Ir(ppy)3
excitation has an advantage in DNA analysis because DNA can be damaged with a
potential application of >1.0 V vs. Ag|AgCl. Table 1.2 summarizes the ECL properties of
Ir-complexes obtained with TPA as the co-reactant [56]–[59].

Table 1.2 - ECL properties of Ir-complexes obtained with TPA (ECL efficiency values are
compared with the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA aqueous system).
Metal chelates/Co-reactant

Solvent

λ [nm]

ECL efficiency

Ir(ppy)3/TPA

MeCN (0.1 M TBAPF6)

517

0.33

Ir(ppy)3/TPA

MeCN:H2O (50:50 v/v)

517

0.0044

Ir(ppy)3/TPA

H2O (0.2 M KH2PO4)

517

0.00092

ii. Co-reactants
Since the discovery of oxalate anion as a co-reactant for ECL emission, various
kinds of co-reactants have been also reported. Bolletta and co-researchers [60] and White
and Bard [61] reported ECL using persulfate as a co-reactant in 1982, and then a lot of
studies were carried out based on this system [39], [57], [62]–[67]. However, since the
discovery of very efficient ECL using amine-related substances such as TPA, major
researches on ECL has been performed using TPA or other amine-related substances. Table
1.3 summarizes the ECL properties of Ru(bpy)32+ obtained with different co-reactants [15],
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[61], [68]. There are also studies for other amines as co-reactants, and it was recently
reported that some amines such as DBEA show better performance than TPA under some
specific conditions [69].

Table 1.3 - ECL properties of Ru(bpy)32+ obtained with different co-reactants.
Metal chelates/Co-reactant

Solvent

λ [nm]

ECL efficiency

Ru(bpy)32+/TPA

H2O (0.2 M KH2PO4)

610

1 (ref.)

Ru(bpy)32+/C2O42-

H2O (0.1 M H2SO4)

610

0.02

Ru(bpy)32+/S2O82-

MeCN:H2O (50:50 v/v)

625

0.025

Since amines are related to a lot of biological substances, there is another approach
that a biological substance is used as a co-reactant. An example for this approach is
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) [70]–[74]. NADH is generated inside living
animals by the reaction of glucose with NAD+ under the presence of glucose
dehydrogenase. NADH can act as a co-reactant with Ru(bpy)32+ to generate ECL. Since
NAD+ cannot act as a co-reactant, this ECL system can be also applied to a bioanalytical
system to estimate glucose concentration in an unknown liquid. The reaction sequence of
the co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and NADH is shown in Scheme 1.5.

NADH → NADH•+ + e-

(1.17)

NADH•+ → NAD• + H+

(1.18)

Ru(bpy)32+→ Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

(1.19)

Ru(bpy)33+ + NAD• → Ru(bpy)32+* + NAD+

(1.20)
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Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620 nm)

(1.21)

Scheme 1.5 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and NADH.

1.2.

Analytical Applications of Co-Reactant ECL
Various luminescence-based techniques have been investigated for analytical

applications due to their high signal-to-background ratio. And also, ECL has an advantage
in analytical applications compared with photoluminescence and chemiluminescence in
that it does not require an external light source [1]. After the aqueous co-reactant ECL
systems were discovered in the late 1970s, interest for the application of ECL into
analytical systems increased remarkably [15], [75]. Bard and Whitesides first applied for a
patent on Ru(bpy)32+- and Os(bpy)32+-based ECL luminophores for bioanalytical systems
in 1984 [76]. Since various organic compounds can be chemically connected to these ECL
luminophores via their n-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester parts, high-sensitive
immunoassays and nucleic acid analysis systems based on ECL became promising.
ECL-based immunoassays and DNA analysis, whose concepts are shown in this section,
have been reported and used in analytical applications since 1990s [76]–[84].

a) Immunoassays
Clinical immunoassays require very high sensitivity and reliability to realize the
accurate and precise determination of the concentrations of antigens or antibodies in
unknown liquid-based samples from living animals. For example, immunoassays are used
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for the analysis of cancer markers, infectious diseases and hormones, whose concentration
ranges are under the order of nanomolar. In typical immunoassays aimed at determining
the concentration of an antigen in unknown sample solution, an antibody modified with a
luminophore and another antibody chemically connected to a micro/nanoparticle are firstly
reacted with the antigen in a reaction container to produce an immune complex of the
antigen and two antibodies (see Figure 1.1a). Since the immune complex looks like the
antigen is sandwiched by the two antibodies, this immunoassay format is often called
“sandwich immunoassay”. And then, the reaction liquid including the immune complex is
transferred to the inside of a detection cell. In the case of ECL-based immunoassays, the
detection cell comprises working, counter and reference electrodes, and a part to detect
light emitted at the working electrode. During the transfer of the reaction liquid, the
immune complex is captured on the working electrode surface by chemical bonding (e.g.,
reaction of thiol on the particle and gold working electrode) or magnetic force (e.g., use of
a magnetic particle and a permanent magnet positioned on the backside of the working
electrode). After that, solution containing a co-reactant is transferred to the detection cell to
replace the reaction liquid while keeping the immune complex on the working electrode. In
this period, unreacted antibodies are removed from the detection cell by the liquid flow.
After the detection cell is filled with solution containing the co-reactant, an appropriate
potential is applied to the working electrode to generate ECL from the luminophore in the
immune complex. Finally, the concentration of the antigen in the unknown sample is
calculated using the relationship between the concentration of the antigen and the intensity
of the generated ECL, which was obtained in advance.
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Since this protocol uses a luminophore in the solid phase (microparticle) and a
co-reactant in the liquid phase (solution), this kind of protocol is called “heterogeneous
ECL”. On the other hand, ECL protocol using solution containing a soluble luminophore
and co-reactants is called “homogeneous ECL”. In the heterogeneous ECL as stated here,
most of the luminophores in the solid phase are not in an electron-transferrable distance to
the working electrode surface, which direct electron transfer can happen between the
luminophores and the electrode (the order of 1 nm). And so, the luminophore cannot be
directly oxidized at the electrode. Therefore, ECL from the heterogeneous system is mostly
governed by the newly proposed reaction pathway triggered only by the oxidation of the
co-reactant, which was explained in previous section in this thesis.

b) Nucleic acid analysis
Nucleic acid analysis is another field requiring very high sensitivity and reliability.
For example, clinical analysis of HIV virus and confirmation testing for Hepatitis-B virus
(HBV) infection are carried out by nucleic acid analysis. Typical protocol used for nucleic
acid analysis such as DNA is similar to that for immunoassays. A target single-strand DNA
is used instead of an antigen, and two kinds of single-strand DNA probes chemically
connected with luminophores and a micro/nanoparticle are used instead of antibodies (see
Figure 1.1b).
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a) Immunoassays
Target
antigen

b) DNA analysis
Target ss-DNA

Luminophore

Antibody

Luminophore

Probe
ss-DNAs

Magnetic
bead
Electrode

Figure 1.1 – Schematic figure for typical immunoassay and DNA analysis formats. Note
that this figure is prepared for the explanation of analytical concept, and so the scale of
materials is different from that actually used in analytical applications (e.g., a bead is
usually much larger than an antibody/DNA).
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1.3.

Numerical Modeling of Co-Reactant ECL
As stated above, the reaction mechanism for ECL generation is very complicated to

be analyzed in either homogeneous or heterogeneous systems. Numerical modeling has
been a powerful tool to analyze the correctness of hypotheses for an unclear mechanism
and single out the relevant kinetic and thermodynamic parameters associated to the
mechanism. For example, the numerical modeling of an annihilation ECL gave important
information on the kinetics of the homogeneous electron transfer [85], [86]. Klymenko and
co-researchers investigated ECL from homogeneous solution containing Ru(bpy)32+ and
TPA using KISSA-1D software [87]. They established a model to analyze ECL behavior
during potential scan considering various reactions occurred in the solution. They also
studied the effects of diffusion coefficients for a luminophore and a co-reactant on ECL
behavior, and showed the diffusion behaviors of the luminophore and the co-reactant
significantly affect the ECL behavior [88]. Sentic and co-researchers investigated the
mechanism for ECL from a microparticle modified with Ru(bpy)32+ using COMSOL
Multiphysics® software [89]. Their results indicated that ECL is mainly generated from
the bottom part of the bead, and also that the lifetime of TPrA•+ significantly affects the
intensity of ECL.
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1.4.

Aim of This Thesis
This thesis focuses on the numerical modeling of three kinds of recently-proposed

co-reactant ECL systems for analytical applications. Numerical modeling is a powerful
tool in analysis for complicated reaction mechanisms. In particular, the numerical
modeling in this study mainly deals with dynamic ECL behavior while the potential of a
working electrode changes with time. The modeling of this kind of dynamic ECL behavior
provides us more information than that for static ECL behavior because very precise
analysis can be carried out by the consideration of dynamic changes in the modeling
parameters.

In this context, three kinds of newly-proposed co-reactant ECL systems were
numerically modeled in this study. In Part A, a homogeneous ECL system based on
solution containing Ir(ppy)3 and tripropylamine (TPA), which shows interesting ECL
quenching at high potential, was firstly analyzed. Moreover, a multicolor ECL system with
the addition of another metal chelate was also modeled in this part. In Part B,
heterogeneous ECL from a Ru(bpy)32+-doped silica nanoparticle under solution containing
TPA, which was reported as a very efficient ECL system, was analyzed. In Part C, a new
ECL system based on bipolar electrochemistry was analyzed. Moreover, a
spatially-resolved bipolar ECL system, which was reported very recently, was also
modeled. Throughout this study, better clarification of the reaction mechanism of ECL
generation was aimed for further improvement of the co-reactant ECL systems.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1.

Numerical Modeling
COMSOL Multiphysics® software (version 3.5a) was used for the numerical

modeling in this study. Chemical Engineering Module with 1D- or 2D-geometry of the
software was used to model electrochemical reactions, reactions in bulk solution and the
diffusion of the species [90]–[92]. Electrochemical oxidation/reduction reactions were
modeled considering electron transfer at boundary between electrode surface and
solution as the result of the inflow of the pristine substances to the electrode and the
outflow of the reaction products to the solution. The Butler-Volmer equation shown
below was used to describe the kinetics of an electron transfer reaction, where i is
electrical current, F is the Faraday constant, A is electrode active surface area, k°h (or k°)
is the standard rate constant for heterogeneous electron transfer, α is charge transfer
coefficient, ci is the concentration of oxidized and reduced species, E° is formal potential
and E is applied potential. Decomposed equations were also shown below to make the
forward and backward reactions clear, where kf is forward rate constant, kb is backward
rate constant. The influence of reactions occurring at a counter electrode surface was not
considered in this study.
𝐹

𝑖 = 𝐹𝐴𝑘 𝑜 {𝑒𝑥𝑝−𝛼𝑅𝑇

(𝐸−𝐸 𝑜 )

𝐹

𝑜

𝑐𝑂 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(1−𝛼)𝑅𝑇(𝐸−𝐸 ) 𝑐𝑅 }

(2.1)

kf = ko exp {-αF(E - Eo)}

(2.2)

kb = ko exp {(1 - α)F(E - Eo)}

(2.3)
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The diffusion of species in the electrochemical cell was modeled using Fick’s law
of diffusion shown below, where c is concentration and D is diffusion coefficient.

c t  D 2c

(2.4)

A calculation was carried out using UMFPACK linear system solver using
appropriate tolerances for each calculation, with allowing the use of complex numbers.
The other parameters for the calculation were not modified from the original settings of
the software.

Figure 2.1 shows the results for the numerical modeling of cyclic voltammetry of 5
mM Fe(CN)64- with different potential scan rates, which was carried out prior to the
numerical modeling of ECL for the verification of the modeling concept. Major
parameters used in the numerical modeling are as follows: the dimensions of the
electrochemical cell: 1 mmØ x 0.5 mm height; the diameter of the working electrode: 0.5
mm; ko: 5.2 x 10-2 cm s-1; D: 5.0 x 10-6 cm2 s-1. As shown in Figure 2.1, expected cyclic
voltammograms, which have current peaks at potentials of ~0.17 V and ~0.23 V vs.
Ag|AgCl, were obtained in the calculated cyclic voltammograms. Also, the relationship
between the peak current value and the square root of scan rate was found to be linear,
which is also in line with the experimental results [93].
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a) Calculated cyclic voltammograms for Fe(CN)64- with different scan rates.
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b) Peak current density as a function of the square root of scan rate.
Figure 2.1 – Calculated cyclic voltammetry of 5 mM Fe(CN)64- with different scan rates.
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2.2.

Electrochemical and ECL Measurements
Cyclic voltammetry and ECL measurements are carried out using a commercial

potentiostat (Bio-Logic SP-300). Gold sputtered on Si substrate was used as a working
electrode, and platinum wire was used as a counter electrode. Saturated Ag|AgCl was used
as a reference electrode. ECL signal was measured with a photomultiplier tube (PMT,
Hamamatsu R4220p) placed a few millimetres from the cell, and in front of the working
electrode, inside a dark box. A voltage in the range 250-750 V was supplied to the PMT.
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3. Part A: Numerical Modeling of Homogeneous and
Multicolor ECL
3.1.

Background
ECL from Ir(III) complexes in aprotic solvents have been studied by a number of

researchers in parallel with that from Ru(II) complexes, as explained in the introduction
part of this thesis [40]–[53]. Some research groups have reported that ECL behavior for the
Ir(III) complexes as a function of applied potential, showing that ECL rapidly quenches
after having its peak. Zanarini and co-researchers in Paolucci’s group previously pointed
out the possible effect of the electrode surface fouling at high potential in the case of using
Pt electrodes because the potential for the ECL peak is close to the oxygen evolution
potential at Pt electrodes [44]. Recently, Doeven and co-researchers in Hogan’s group
reported similar ECL quenching in Ir(ppy)3/TPA homogeneous ECL system, but within the
potential window of the used glassy carbon electrode [54], [55], [94], [95]. They proposed
a new quenching mechanism that TPA•+ reacts with Ir(ppy)3* to produce Ir(ppy)+,
competing with ECL emission from Ir(ppy)3*. They pointed out that Ir(ppy)* is a strong
reducing agent (Eo ≈ -2.1 V vs. Fc, Fc: the redox potential of ferrocene) compared with
Ru(bpy)32+* (Eo ≈ -0.9 V), and so Ir(ppy)* can be significantly quenched by the reaction
with TPA•+ (Eo ≈ 0.5 V) if the concentration of TPA•+ is high enough at high potential.
They changed TPA concentration in their experiments and showed that the ECL quenching
is significant in the case of higher TPA concentration (see Figure 3.1). Someone might
notice that they used Ru(bpy)2(L)2+ instead of Ru(bpy)32+ (L =
N4,N4’-bis((2S)-1-methoxy-1-oxopropan-2-yl)-2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-dicaboxamide);
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however, the electrochemical behavior of Ru(bpy)2(L)2+ is almost the same as that of
Ru(bpy)32+. Ru(bpy)2(L)2+ has high emission wavelength (~670 nm) compared to
Ru(bpy)32+. In this part, the Ir(ppy)3/TPA homogeneous-ECL system was numerically
modeled to clarify the quenching mechanism from theoretical viewpoint.

Figure 3.1 - (a) Experimentally-obtained cyclic voltammogram for a mixture of 0.25 mM
Ir(ppy)3 and 0.25 mM [Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+. (b) Integrated ECL intensity (normalized) from
separate solutions of Ir(ppy)3 and [Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+ at two TPA concentrations: (i) 0.25 mM
Ir(ppy)3 with 20 mM TPA; (ii) 0.25 mM Ir(ppy)3 with 0.25 mM TPA; (iii) 0.025 mM
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[Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+ and 20 mM TPA; (iv) 0.025 mM [Ru(bpy)2(L)]2+ and 0.25 mM TPA (L =
N4,N4’-bis((2S)-1-methoxy-1-oxopropan-2-yl)-2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-dicaboxamide). All
measurements were carried out using a glassy carbon electrode. Reprinted from [54] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Moreover, the numerical modeling of “multicolor” ECL with the combination of
Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(df-ppy)3 (df-ppy = 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)pyridinato) was also carried out in
this part. A multicolor ECL system whose color can be tunable in principle allows
multiplex ECL analysis, which is advantageous in bioanalytical applications such as
immunoassays and DNA analysis [54]. In the case of the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system, since ECL
quenches at high potentials, the combination of Ir(ppy)3 and another luminophore having a
higher oxidation potential and different emission wavelength profile can realize a
multicolor ECL system whose emission wavelength profile can be tunable by the applied
potential. For example, the combination of Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(df-ppy)3 can realize a multicolor
ECL system whose emission can be selectable from green and blue (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 – Relationship between applied potential and ECL wavelength (and color) in the
multicolor ECL system containing Ir(ppy)3, Ir(df-ppy)3 and TPA [54].
Applied potential

Peak ECL wavelength

Observed color

0.2 – 0.7 V vs. Fc

~520 nm

Green

>0.7 V vs. Fc

~495 nm

Blue
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Figure 3.2 shows a 3D ECL map that shows ECL intensity versus emission
wavelength and applied potential, which was experimentally analyzed. This map shows
that the color of ECL depends on the applied potential, which means the ECL color is
tunable. Scheme 3.1 shows the chemical structures of of Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(df-ppy)3 with
Ru(bpy)32+ for reference.

Figure 3.2 – Experimentally-obtained 3D-ECL emission matrix for system containing a
mixture of 0.11 mM Ir(ppy)3 and 0.14 mM Ir(df-ppy)3 in the presence of 20 mM TPA.
Working electrode: glassy carbon. Scan-rate: 25 mV/s. Reprinted from [54] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Ir(ppy)3

Ir(df-ppy)3

Ru(bpy)32+

Scheme 3.1 – Chemical structures of Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(df-ppy)3. Chemical structure of
Ru(bpy)32+ is shown as reference.
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3.2.

Modeling Conditions
Since homogeneous ECL systems were modeled in this part, 1D geometry shown

in Figure 3.3 was used in the modeling. In the modeling of homogeneous ECL,
calculations easily become very complicated and that then resulted in calculation failures
because all the various reactions including the luminophore and co-reactant have to be
calculated in all the calculation points in the model. And so, it is mandatory to decrease
the calculation volume as much as possible. In the used model, solution area was divided
into two domains to decrease the calculation volume. Since the maximum diffusion
distance of TPA•+ was estimated to be ~5 um or less [32], the reactions including TPA•+
can be considered only in the limited domain. Therefore, Solution Domain 1 having a
height of 25 um (~5 times than the estimated distance) was created in the solution area
(the remaining domain was named as Solution Domain 2) to consider TPA•+-related
reactions only in this domain. Most calculations in this part were successfully completed
with this effort.
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a) Numerical model

b) Schematic drawing
Boundary 3

Solution domain 2

0.5 mm

Boundary 2
25 um

Solution domain 1
Electrode

Boundary 1

Figure 3.3 – Geometry used for numerical modeling of ECL for the Ir(ppy) 3/TPA system:
a) the structure of the numerical model; b) schematic drawing corresponding to the
numerical model.

Original parameters for calculations were determined based on the experimental
studies on the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system and studies on the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA system as shown in
the previous part of this thesis. Table 3.2 summarizes the relevant general and reaction
parameters used in the calculations. Some parameter values were adjusted in the middle of
the study based on the obtained results. In this case, the solution is aprotic MeCN, and so
the equilibrium of TPAH+ and TPA, which has to be considered in aqueous Ru(bpy)32+/TPA
systems, was not considered. The rate constant for the ECL emission reaction (Ir(ppy)3* →
Ir(ppy)3 + ECL) was lower than that in the case of Ru(bpy)32+ based on the experimental
studies [96]. For the quenching reaction (TPA•+ + Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3+ + P2), the rate
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constant was optimized comparing the calculated ECL behavior and the experimental
results.
For the numerical modeling of the multicolor ECL, another Ir-based luminophore
with higher oxidation potential and shorter emission wavelength, Ir(df-ppy)3, was added
into the model for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system, as experimentally reported [54].

Table 3.2 - General and reaction parameters used in the modeling of ECL behavior for the
Ir(ppy)3/TPA system and multicolor-ECL behavior with the addition of Ir(df-ppy)3).
a) General parameters (*1: used only in the multicolor-ECL modeling)
Parameter/item

Values/material

pH of solution

0 (MeCN)

Initial TPA concentration

20 mM (high) or 0.25 mM (low)

Initial Ir(ppy)3 concentration

0.25 mM for Ir(ppy)3/TPA system
0.11 mM for multicolor-ECL system

Initial Ir(df-ppy)3 concentration *1

0.14 mM

Diffusion coefficient for species

5 x 10-6 cm2 s-1

Potential scan rate

0.5 V s-1

Temperature

25 oC

Working electrode

Glassy carbon

Reference electrode

Redox potential of ferrocene
(~ 0.44 V vs. Ag|AgCl)
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b) Reactions considered for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system (P1 and P2: TPA derivatives)
#

Reaction

Eo (vs. Fc)

Constants

1

TPA ↔ TPA• + e-

kfTPA = 0.1 cm s-1

EoTPA = 0.50 V

2

TPA•+ → TPA• + H+

kfrTPA = 3500 s-1

-

3

TPA• ↔ P1 + e-

kfd = 0.1 cm s-1

Eod = -2.1 V

4

Ir(ppy)3 ↔ Ir(ppy)3+ + e-

koIr = 0.1 cm s-1

EoIr = 0.35 V

5

TPA• + Ir(ppy)3+

kf1 = 108 M-1 s-1

-

→ Ir(ppy)3* + P1
6

Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3 + ECL (~520 nm)

kfECL = 105 s-1

-

7

TPA•+ + Ir(ppy)3*

kf2 = 109 - 1013 M-1 s-1

-

→ Ir(ppy)3+ + P2

c) Reactions additionally considered for the multicolor ECL with Ir(df-ppy)3
#

Reaction

Eo (vs. Fc)

Constants

8

Ir(df-ppy)3 ↔ Ir(df-ppy)3+ + e-

koIr2 = 0.1 cm s-1

EoIr2 = 0.70 V

9

TPA• + Ir(df-ppy)3+ → Ir(df-ppy)3* + P1

kf3 = 107 M-1 s-1

-

10

Ir(df-ppy)3* → Ir(df-ppy)3 + ECL (~495 nm)

kfECL2 = 105 s-1

-
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3.3.

Results and Discussion

a) Modeling of ECL from Ir(ppy)3/TPA homogeneous system
Scheme 3.2 shows reactions considered in the numerical modeling of the
Ir(ppy)3/TPA system. As stated above, the proposed mechanism is that ECL significantly
quenches due to the reaction of Ir(ppy)3* and TPA•+ at high TPA concentrations, competing
with the ECL emitting reaction (Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3 + ECL). In this study, forward rate
constant for the quenching reaction was parameterized and then the calculated ECL
behavior was compared with the experimental results.

TPA → TPA•+ + e-

(3.1)

TPA•+ → TPA• + H+

(3.2)

TPA• → P1 + e-

(3.3)

Ir(ppy)3 → Ir(ppy)3+ + e-

(3.4)

Ir(ppy)3+ + TPA• → Ir(ppy)3* + product

(3.5)

Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3 + ECL (~520 nm)

(3.6)

Ir(ppy)3* + TPA•+ → Ir(ppy)3+ + product

(3.7)

Scheme 3.2 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ir(ppy)3 and TPA.

Figure 3.4 shows calculated ECL behavior as a function of applied potential with
different rate constants for the quenching reaction (Ir(ppy)3* + TPA•+ → Ir(ppy)3+ +
product) in the case of a high TPA concentration of 20 mM. At a low rate constant of 109
M-1 s-1, the ECL decay at high potentials after the ECL peak was similar to the decay
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usually observed in other ECL systems, which means no significant ECL quenching was
observed. However, increase in the rate constant significantly changed the ECL behavior.
At a rate constant of 1012.2 M-1 s-1, rapid ECL decay that is very similar to the
experimental results was obtained.

Normalized ECL intensity [a. u.]

1.2
-1 s -1
10^9
M-1s-1
109 M
-1 s -1
10^10
M-1s-1
1010 M
-1 s -1
10^11
M-1s-1
1011 M
-1 s -1
10^12
M-1s-1
1012 M

1

-1 s -1
10^12.2
1012.2 MM-1s-1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Potential [V vs. Fc]

0.8

Figure 3.4 – Calculated influence of the rate constant for the quenching reaction on the
ECL behavior for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system with high TPA concentration (20 mM). ECL
intensity becomes smaller with higher rate constant; however, ECL intensities were
normalized in this figure to compare the ECL behavior.

Next, ECL behavior with the high rate constant for the quenching reaction (=
1012.2 M-1 s-1) and low TPA concentration (0.25 mM) was investigated to clarify that the
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influence of the rate constant for the quenching reaction is significant only at high TPA
concentrations. Figure 3.5 shows the obtained ECL behaviors as a function of applied
potential. At the low concentration, ECL did not significantly quench after the ECL peak
as expected, and ECL behavior which is very similar to the experimental result was
observed (see Figure 3.1). The results stated above clearly indicated that the reaction of
Ir(ppy)3* with TPA•+ at high TPA concentration significantly quench ECL at high potential
in the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system, and this indication verifies the proposed mechanism from the
theoretical point of view.

1.2

Normalized ECL intensity [a. u.]

20 mM
0.25 mM

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Potential [V vs. Fc]

0.8

Figure 3.5 – Calculated ECL behaviors as a function of applied potential with a rate
constant for the quenching reaction of 1012.2 M-1 s-1 and different TPA concentrations
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(high: 20 mM; low: 0.25 mM). ECL intensity becomes smaller with higher rate constant;
however, ECL intensities were normalized in this figure to compare the ECL behavior.

On the other hand, the behavior of the electrical current for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system
was also investigated. One of the advantages of the numerical modeling is that the current
behavior can be easily decomposed to the current behavior for each
electrochemically-active specie to analyze the individual contribution to the entire system,
although that is impossible in experimental studies. Figure 3.6 shows calculated current
behaviors for for TPA and Ir(ppy)3 as a function of applied potential with a rate constant for
the quenching reaction of 1012.2 M-1 s-1 and a TPA concentration of 20 mM. Both current
behaviors were as expected and very similar to the experimental results which were
obtained in separate experiments for TPA and Ir(ppy)3, respectively [54], [95]. This results
further supports the validity of the proposed mechanism.
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1.2
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Figure 3.6 – Calculated electrical current behaviors for TPA and Ir(ppy)3 as a function of
applied potential with a rate constant for the quenching reaction of 1012.2 M-1 s-1 and a TPA
concentration of 20 mM. Electrical current for TPA was higher than that for Ir(ppy)3 due to
the difference in the concentrations; however, electrical currents were normalized in this
figure to compare the current behavior.

b) Modeling of multicolor ECL from solution containing
Ir(ppy)3, Ir(df-ppy)3 and TPA
Since the quenching of ECL from Ir(ppy)3 at high potential was successfully
modeled in the previous section, the multicolor ECL system containing Ir(ppy)3 and
Ir(df-ppy)3 was then modeled with the addition of reactions related to Ir(df-ppy)3 into the
model of the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system (see Scheme 3.3). The quenching reaction was not
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considered for Ir(df-ppy)3* because the oxidation potential of Ir(df-ppy)3* is more
positive (Eo ≈ -1.8 V vs. Fc) than Ir(ppy)3* by ~0.3 V.

Ir(df-ppy)3 → Ir(df-ppy)3+ + e-

(3.8)

Ir(df-ppy)3+ + TPA• → Ir(df-bpy)3* + product

(3.9)

Ir(df-ppy)3* → Ir(df-ppy)3 + ECL (~495 nm)

(3.10)

Scheme 3.3 - Reaction sequence added to the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system to model the multicolor
ECL system containing Ir(ppy)3, Ir(df-ppy)3 and TPA.

Figure 3.7 shows calculated ECL behavior as a function of applied potential for the
multicolor ECL system in a solution containing Ir(bpy)3 and Ir(df-bpy)3, and TPA under
conditions similar to those of Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. A wavelength of 510 nm for the
ECL intensity was chosen because ECL emission efficiency for the two luminophores are
nearly the same (ECL intensity was adjusted considering ECL spectrum obtained in the
experiments) [95]. As shown in the figure, the two ECL waves corresponding to the
oxidation potentials of Ir(bpy)3 and Ir(df-bpy)3 were observed separately, as expected
from the experimental results (see Figure 3.2). This results indicated that the quenching
reaction analyzed for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system also contributes ECL systems comprising
multiple luminophores.
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Figure 3.7 – Calculated normalized ECL intensity at a wavelength of 510 nm as a
function of applied potential for the multicolor ECL system with solution containing
Ir(bpy)3 and Ir(df-bpy)3, and TPA.

Finally, a 3D emission map of wavelength versus applied potential and ECL
intensity was generated. The ECL intensity behavior for each luminophore was calculated
and then integrated with the emission spectrum for the corresponding luminophore to
draw the 3D graph (the emission spectra were not calculated but obtained by fitting the
experimental results) [95]. Figure 3.8 shows a calculated 3D graph of emission
wavelength versus applied potential and ECL intensity. As shown in the figure, the
obtained 3D graph was very similar to that drawn from the experimental results (see
Figure 3.2).
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These results stated above indicated for ECL from Ir(ppy)3 and TPA that, ECL is
quenched by the reaction of Ir(ppy)3* and TPA•+ at high TPA concentrations due to the
lower oxidation potential of Ir(ppy)3* than that of Ru(ppy)32+*, but this quenching
phenomenon can realize a multicolor ECL system whose emission wavelength is selectable
by the applied potential with the combination of another luminophore which has a different
oxidation potential and different emission wavelength. These results are in line with the
mechanism proposed by Hogan’s group and support it from theoretical viewpoint.
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Figure 3.8 – Calculated 3D graph for calculated normalized ECL intensity for the
multicolor ECL system with solution containing Ir(bpy)3 and Ir(df-bpy)3, and TPA.
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4. Part B: Numerical Modeling of Heterogeneous ECL from a
Luminophore-Doped Nanoparticle
Reprinted with permission from [97]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

4.1.

Background
In the 2000s, some researchers reported on the doping of a number of luminophores

into a silica nanoparticle to obtain brighter light emission from one target material in the
photoluminescence field [98], [99]. Since their reports, ECL from Ru(bpy)32+-doped silica
nanoparticles (Ru-DSNPs, see Figure 4.1) in the combination of TPA as a co-reactant has
been reported by many researchers [100]–[105]. Zanarini and co-researchers in Paolucci’s
group reported 1000-fold increase in ECL efficiency compared to the conventional
single-luminophore system [106]. They suggested a mechanism from their experimental
results, that TPA•+ and TPA• can penetrate inside the Ru-DSNP to make Ru(bpy)32+
molecules excited at a lot of sites in the Ru-DSNP, and that electron hopping between
Ru(bpy)33+ and Ru(bpy)32+ molecules can happen inside the Ru-DSNP. In this part of thesis,
the numerical modeling of ECL from a Ru-DSNP under solution containing TPA as the
co-reactant was carried out to clarify the reaction mechanism for ECL generation in detail.
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Ru-DSNP

Ru(bpy)32+

SAM
Electrode

Electrode

Figure 4.1 – Concept for a Ru-DSNP to obtain higher ECL efficiency (SAM:
self-assembled monolayer). Note that the Ru-DSNP is attached on the electrode via SAM
(not via a magnetic force) in this case.

4.2.

Modeling and Measuring Conditions

a) Modeling conditions
Generally, numerical modeling was carried out based on the previous experimental
conditions [106]. However, the diameter of the working electrode was modified to 0.5 mm,
which is smaller by one eighth than the setup in the experimental study (2.0 mm), to keep
the computational time low even with decreased mesh size. Figure 4.2 shows the 2D
geometry used in this study. The diameter and height of the electrochemical cell used in the
modeling were 2 mm and 1 mm. A nanoparticle was put at the center of the working
electrode surface. The mesh size inside and on the particle surface was set to <1.5 nm2 to
obtain reliable calculation results. The mesh size on the electrode was set be <1 m2 in
smooth connection with the mesh geometry on the particle.
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Figure 4.2 – Geometry used in the numerical modeling of ECL from a Ru-DSNP.

Original parameters for calculations were determined based on the experimental
study and on a number of existing studies on the Ru(bpy)32+/TPA system [24], [87], [89],
[106]. Table 4.1 summarizes the relevant general and reaction parameters used in the
calculations. Some parameter values were adjusted in the middle of the study based on the
obtained results. The model comprises two sources for ECL generation in order to
efficiently model the two ECL waves observed in the experimental curves: reactions
derived from TPA oxidation were firstly modeled to analyze the first ECL wave at ~0.9 V
vs. Ag|AgCl (Step 1) while, in order to analyze the second ECL wave, the direct
Ru(bpy)32+ oxidation at ~1.2 V was also taken into account (Step 2). Details are explained
in the next section. Diffusion coefficient for all species inside the particle was estimated to
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be ten times lower than that in the bulk solution. Finally, and importantly, the rate of the
TPA•+ deprotonation (Reaction 3) was assumed to be potential dependent in the region of
TPA oxidation for reasons that are explained below. For Reactions 2 and 5, we used a high
electron transfer constant of 10 cm s-1 because the electrode surface is modified with
Ru-DSNPs and then should be more hydrophobic than a bare gold electrode as suggested
by the experimental study. For Reaction 10, electron hopping between Ru(bpy)32+ and
Ru(bpy)33+ inside the Ru-DSNP was modeled using the diffusion of the luminophores
(details are explained later in this part).
Table 4.1 - General and reaction parameters used in the modeling of ECL behavior for the
Ru-DSNP/TPA system (P1: iminium product of TPA).
a) General parameters
Parameter/item

Value/material

pH of solution

7.5 (0.1 M phosphate buffer)

Initial TPA concentration ([TPAH+] + [TPA])

30 mM

Diameter of a particle

18 nm

Ru(bpy)32+ concentration in the particle

0.35 M (650 molecules in the particle)

Diffusion coefficient

5 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 (in solution)
5 x 10-7 cm2 s-1 (inside the particle)
5 x 10-5 cm2 s-1 (only for H+)

Potential scan rate

0.5 V s-1

Temperature

25 oC

Working electrode

Gold modified with Ru-DSNP

Reference electrode

Ag|AgCl
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b) Reaction parameters for Step 1 (at ~0.9 V)
#
1

Reaction

Constants

TPAH+ ↔ TPA + H+

Ka = 10-10.4 M

Eo (vs. Ag|AgCl)
-

Kfa = 106.6 s-1
2

TPA ↔ TPA• + e-

kfTPA = 10 cm s-1

EoTPA = 0.88 V

3

TPA•+ ↔ TPA• + H+

kfrTPA = variable

-

kbrTPA = 1.08 x 106 M-1 s-1
4

TPA• → P1 + e-

kfd = 10 cm s-1

Eod = -1.7 V

5

TPA• + Ru(bpy)32+ → Ru(bpy)3+ + P1

kf1 = 1010 M-1 s-1

-

6

TPA•+ + Ru(bpy)3+

kf2 = 106 M-1 s-1

-

kfECL = 107.2 s-1

-

→ Ru(bpy)32+* + TPA
7

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL

c) Reaction parameters for Step 2 (at ~1.2 V)
#

Reaction

Constant

Eo (vs. Ag|AgCl)

8

Ru(bpy)3+ ↔ Ru(bpy)32+ + e-

koRu+ = 1 cm s-1

EoRu+ = -1.48 V

9

Ru(bpy)32+ ↔ Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

koRu2+ = 1 cm s-1

EoRu2+ = 1.16 V

10

Ru(bpy)32+ + Ru(bpy)33+

Deh = 5 x 107 cm2 s-1

-

→Ru(bpy)33+ + Ru(bpy)32+
11

TPA• + Ru(bpy)33+ → Ru(bpy)32+* + P1 kf3 = 107 M-1 s-1

-

12

TPA + Ru(bpy)33+

-

kf4 = 1 M-1 s-1

→TPA•+ + Ru(bpy)32+
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b) Experimental conditions
Cyclic voltammetry to analyze the behavior of a Ru-DSNP on a gold electrode was
carried out with a commercial potentiostat (Bio-Logic SP-300). The ECL measurements
were carried out in water with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH = 7.5) as supporting electrolyte
with 30 mM of TPA as the co-reactant. Gold sputtered on Si substrate with a diameter of 2
mm was used as the working electrode, and platinum wire was used as the counter
electrode. The reference electrode was saturated Ag|AgCl. The working electrode was kept
under 3-mercaptopropylsilane solution for 1 night to form a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) on the electrode.
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4.3.

Results and Discussion

a) Experimental results
This research focused on the report by Zanarini and co-researchers [106], whose aim
was to show the proof-of-principle signal amplification in ECL-based bioassays by
replacing the single Ru(bpy)32+ with DSNPs in which a number of the Ru(bpy)32+
molecules were doped. To prove the effectiveness of this strategy under conditions that are
as close as possible to the real analytical case (where the Ru-based luminophore is confined
at the electrode surface via the immune complex), DSNPs were modified by
3-mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane so as to form a self-assembled monolayer onto the gold
electrode surface, via metal-thiol binding. ECL can then be generated from the monolayer
via the co-reactant mechanism by oxidizing TPA at the modified electrode surface. Given
the high porosity or the nanoparticle, TPA•+ and TPA• can diffuse inside the particle and
ECL will be generated from both the Ru(bpy)32+ molecules located on the surface of the
particle and from those inside the particle. Figure 4.3 shows electrical current and ECL
intensity behaviors as a function of applied potential, which were measured during a cyclic
voltammetric experiment with a gold working electrode functionalized with the Ru-DSNP
under 30 mM TPA and 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), as previously reported.
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a

Figure 4.3 – Experimentally-obtained first and second cycle light/current/potential curve
of a gold substrate functionalized with DSNP-SH self-assembled layer under 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 30 mM TPA. Switching method: cyclic voltammetry;
scan rate, 0.5 V/s. Potentials are versus saturated Ag|AgCl. Reprinted with permission
from [106]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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In this experiment, ECL behavior exhibited two separate waves in the first positive
potential scan (Cycle 1). The first ECL wave, which is shown as a) in the figure, had its
peak at ~0.9 V (vs. Ag|AgCl) which corresponds to the oxidation potential of TPA
oxidation. The second ECL wave, which is labeled as b) in the figure, had its peak at ~1.2
V which corresponds to the oxidation potential of Ru(bpy)32+. The peak height of the first
ECL wave was ~3.5 times higher than that of the second peak in the first cycle, and the
first ECL wave rapidly decreased after the peak in a range of 0.9 - 1.1 V. On the other
hand, the current exhibited a peak at ~0.9 V corresponding to the peak of the first ECL
wave. However, no current peak was observed at ~1.2 V. In the second potential sweep
(cycle 2), current and ECL intensity for the first ECL wave decreased drastically;
however, the intensity of the second ECL wave almost remained. In this context, the
numerical modeling of the ECL for the Ru-DSNP/TPA system was carried out in two
steps: Step 1 for the first ECL wave triggered by TPA oxidation at ~0.9V and Step 2 for
the second ECL wave generated by both TPA and Ru(bpy)32+ oxidation at ~1.2 V.
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b) Step 1: Modeling of reactions triggered by TPA oxidation
for the first ECL wave
As stated above, the first ECL wave corresponding the oxidation of TPA at ~0.9 V
was firstly modeled with the consideration of reactions shown in Scheme 4.1. This
reaction pathway that does not require direct Ru(bpy)32+ oxidation at the electrode was
proposed to be dominant in the heterogeneous ECL employing luminophore-connected
microbeads because the luminophores are physically prevented to be directly oxidized at
the electrode surface due to the large distance across which tunneling electron transfer
should take place [32]. TPA oxidation at the working electrode (TPA → TPA• + e-) was
considered as an irreversible electrochemical reaction as the other researches in this
field. TPA• consumption by its oxidation at the electrode was also considered in this
numerical modeling.

TPAH+ ↔ TPA + H+

(4.1)

TPA → TPA• + e-

(4.2)

TPA•+ → TPA• + H+

(4.3)

TPA• → P1 + e-

(4.4)

TPA• + Ru(bpy)32+ → Ru(bpy)3+ + P1

(4.5)

TPA•+ + Ru(bpy)3+ → Ru(bpy)32+* + TPA

(4.6)

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620 nm)

(4.7)

Scheme 4.1 – Reactions considered in Step 1 to model the first ECL wave triggered by TPA
oxidation at the working electrode.
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Figure 4.4 shows ECL intensity as a function of applied potential calculated in Step
1. As stated above, the lifetime of TPA•+ is critical for the behavior of the first ECL wave
because TPA•+ and TPA• are both necessary to generate the excited state of Ru(bpy)32+ in
this potential range. ECL intensity can be governed by the deprotonation equilibrium of
TPA•+ (TPA•+ ↔ TPA• + H+). At first in this study, two different forward rate constants
for the deprotonation equilibrium were used (540 and 3500 s-1) as suggested in previous
studies [24], [32]. However, these values could not adequately calculate the first ECL
wave. In particular, what it was not possible to reproduce was the very rapid decay of
ECL intensity that was observed starting at ~0.9 V in the experiment (see also Figure
4.3).
In a recent paper, Chen and Zu investigated the influence of the surface oxidation
of a glassy carbon electrode on ECL intensity and showed a significant decrease in ECL
intensity on the glassy carbon electrode that was previously and purposely oxidized [26].
They proposed from their various experiments that the oxidative consumption of TPA•
(TPA• → P1 + e-) should be accelerated by the presence of oxygen-containing species on
the electrode surface, which can cause a significant reduction of ECL intensity due to the
shorter lifetime of TPA•+.
With the consideration of the results for this study, this acceleration of TPA•
consumption on the oxidized surface was introduced into the numerical modeling of ECL
from a Ru-DSNP. In other words, a “variable” deprotonation rate constant for TPA•+,
whose value depends on the applied potential to consider the oxidization of the electrode
surface. Figure 4.5 shows the deprotonation rate constant for TPA•+ as a function of the
applied potential used in this study. In this case, since the gold working electrode was
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pretreated by the thiol product, the gold electrode surface was covered by a
self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The SAM can prevent the formation of the oxide layer
until its electrochemical removal from the electrode surface. This removal would start
occurring at ~0.9 V, and after that the electrode surface would be immediately oxidized
(experimental data clarifying this hypothesis will be shown later in this part). Based on
this context, the variable forward rate constant for the deprotonation of TPrA•+, that
gradually changes from 540 s-1 to 3500 s-1 in a range of 0.9 V to 1.1 V based on the
piecewise cubic interpolation method was introduced. As a consequence of that, as
clearly shown in Figure 4.4, the rapid decay in ECL intensity starting at ~0.9 V was very
well calculated.
Another effect that can be associated to the electrode surface oxidation is the
decrease in TPA oxidation rate at the electrode. This effect was also considered in the
model as a decreasing electron transfer rate constant for TPA oxidation, which was
decreased by up to tree orders of magnitude at potentials  0.9 V in the same manner as
the decreasing rate constant for the TPrA•+ deprotonation. However, the introduction of
this variable parameter did not well calculate the ECL behavior, and therefore this
hypothesis was discarded.
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Figure 4.4 - Calculated ECL intensity as a function of applied potential for reactions
derived from TPA oxidation for the first ECL wave (Step 1).
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Figure 4.5 - Deprotonation rate constant for TPA•+ as a function of applied potential with
the consideration of the SAM removal from the electrode surface and subsequent
electrode surface oxidation.

In order to verify the hypothesis that the self-assembled monolayer containing the
Ru-DSNP detaches from the electrode surface at ~0.9 V, cyclic voltammetric experiments
(not calculations) were carried out on a gold electrode before and after modification with
3-mercaptopropylsilane (Figure 4.6). Before the modification, the anodic current
indicating gold electrode surface oxidation was observed already from ~0.6 V as expected.
On the other hand, no anodic current was observed until ~0.9 V after the modification.
These results indicated that the DSNPs film is able to protect the electrode surface
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hindering significantly the gold oxidation process, while, after its anodic stripping, it
would take place very rapidly.

0.4
Before modification
After modification

Current [mA]

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2
1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

0

E [V vs. Ag|AgCl]

Figure 4.6 - Cyclic voltammograms of gold electrode under phosphate buffer with a pH of
7.5 before and after modification by a 3-mercaptopropylsilane self-assembled monolayer.

The effect of the surface modification of the electrode on ECL behavior has been
experimentally pointed out in previous reports [17]–[20], [31], [107]–[110]. A key factor
affecting the efficiency of ECL generation is the chemical state of the electrode surface.
The electrode may undergo surface modifications during the potential scan used for the
ECL generation such as the formation of oxide layers and adsorption/desorption of
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surfactants, which can significantly affect the emission intensity. Various strategies were
adopted to bind the recognition site onto the electrode surface and to protect the latter from
undesired modifications. Self-assembled monolayers having long chain thiols on gold
electrode have been proposed for this purpose because they form compact and effective
surface coverage. However, the gold-thiol bond is unstable under the conditions typically
used in co-reactant ECL (high potentials) and the detachment of the thiols takes place upon
the potential application. The effects of surfactants on ECL emission were also widely
investigated as the oxidation of hydrophobic TPA molecule under aqueous solution is
strongly affected by the presence of surfactants. The effect of the electrode surface
modification on ECL behavior indicated in this study was generally in line with the
hypothesis from the experimental reports, and this study clarifies the role of the electrode
surface modification in the ECL mechanism in more detail.

Figure 4.7 shows a voltammetric curve calculated under the conditions used to
calculate the ECL signal in Figure 4.4. The calculated electrical current from the model
also accurately fit the experimental electrical current up to ~1.1 V. Difference between the
calculated and measured current values is attributed to the different active electrode
surface area. Only one particle was used in the numerical model but it was estimated a
concentration of 3 x 10-8 M in the experimental set up; however, the behavior of the
calculated current fit that obtained from the experiment well. At higher potentials of
>1.1V, there was a small discrepancy between the calculated current behavior and the
experimental result. A better calculated current would be obtained with the
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superimposition of the oxygen evolving reaction from the water electrolysis (this
approach is discussed later in this part).
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Figure 4.7 - Calculated electrical current as a function of applied potential for reactions
derived from TPA oxidation for the first ECL wave (Step 1).

Changes in the concentration of the reaction species during potential sweep was also
analyzed to clarify the ECL mechanism in more detail. As shown in Equation 3.6, both
TPA•+ and Ru(bpy)3+ are necessary to generate the excited state of Ru(bpy)32+. Ru(bpy)3+ is
generated by the reaction of TPA• and Ru(bpy)32+ as shown in Equation 3.5. Here,
Equation 3.4 shows that TPA• is also directly consumed at the electrode surface to generate
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the iminium product (P1). Therefore, TPA• is rapidly depleted in the following ways: 1) at
the electrode surface to generate P1; 2) after diffusion within the DSNPs to generate
Ru(bpy)3+ by the reaction with Ru(bpy)32+. It is well known that the concentration of TPA•+
having short lifetime is critical for ECL generation; however, the concentration of TPA•
can be also critical. The analysis for this model actually found that the concentration of
TPA• was nearly zero inside and around the DSNP during the potential sweep (e.g., 0.01
mM or less at E = 0.9 V). The reason for this low TPA• concentration around the
Ru(bpy)32+ molecules is the small diameter of the DSNP (small distance to the electrode).
This result indicated that the influence of the TPA•+ deprotonation equilibrium, not only
the TPA•+ concentration but also the TPA• concentration, on ECL behavior would be more
significant in the Ru-DSNP/TPA system with respect to the other ECL systems.

In conclusion of this section, the results stated above indicated that changes in the
electrode surface functionality during potential scan affects the TPrA•+ deprotonation
equiribrium and this in turn plays an important role in the ECL behavior of the
Ru-DSNP/TPA system at gold electrodes.
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c) Step 2: Modeling of reactions triggered by TPA and Ru
(bpy)32+ oxidation for the second ECL wave

As a further step towards a full numerical modeling of the various features observed
in the experimental curve shown in Figure 4.3, another reaction pathway for the generation
of ECL, involving the direct oxidation of Ru(bpy)33+ at the electrode, was additionally
included in the model as Step 2 (Scheme 4.2).

Ru(bpy)3+ → Ru(bpy)32+ + e-

(4.8)

Ru(bpy)32+ → Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

(4.9)

Ru(bpy)32+ + Ru(bpy)33+ → Ru(bpy)33+ + Ru(bpy)32+

(4.10)

TPA• + Ru(bpy)33+ → Ru(bpy)32+* + P1

(4.11)

TPA + Ru(bpy)33+ → TPA•+ + Ru(bpy)32+

(4.12)

Scheme 4.2 - Reactions considered additionally in Step 2 to model the second ECL wave
triggered by TPA and Ru(bpy)32+ oxidation at the working electrode. Equation 10 is
considered for the self-exchange reaction taking place within the DSNPs (electron
hopping).

The direct oxidation of the Ru(bpy)32+ molecules immobilized inside the DSNPs
takes place by tunnelling and cannot extend beyond a small distance from the electrode
surface (typically  3 nm). Since the diameter of the DSNP is about 18 nm and the total
number of doping molecules per nanoparticle is 650 as estimated from the value of DSNP
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doping ratio, the mean distance between two luminophores inside the DSNP is about 2
nm. This makes electron hopping a viable mechanism for the oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+
molecules that are more distant than the tunnelling length from the electrode surface. The
self-exchange process was modeled as a diffusion process involving the Ru(bpy)33+ species
(generated at the electrode surface) with a diffusion coefficient Deh (modeling parameter)
[111]. The maximum height for the electron hopping (heh), i.e., the distance from the
electrode surface over which the hopping may take place, was then parameterized.

18 nm

heh

Electron hopping
betwen Ru
luminophores

3 nm
Electrode

e-

Direct electron
transfer

Figure 4.8 - Model for direct electron transfer and electron hopping on Ru(bpy)32+
considered in Step 2.

Figure 4.9 shows calculated ECL intensity as a function of applied potential with
different maximum electron hopping heights for the luminophores inside the DSNP. Note
that the optimal value was obtained by the comparison of the calculated ECL intensities
with the experimental values (the peak ratio of the first and second ECL waves). When heh
= 3 nm, the second ECL wave was not clearly observed. Increasing the maximum height,
the second ECL wave appeared with increasing intensity. Electric current was not affected
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by the maximum height because the concentration of Ru(bpy)32+ is extremely low in the
model. These results indicated that electron hopping between luminophores also plays an
important role in ECL behavior for the Ru-DSNP/TPA system. We found out that the
optimal hopping height was 6 nm that gives the best agreement with the experimental
results.
In this study, the influence of the diffusion of DSNPs to the solution after the
detachment of the SAM from the electrode surface was not considered. As shown in the
actual ECL behavior shown in the experimental work (Figure 4.3), the height of the second
ECL peak did not change in the second potential sweep. This result indicates that the
DSNPs do not diffuse significantly towards the solution after the detachment of the SAM
from the electrode surface. The density of the DSNPs should be much higher than water
and that makes the DSNP difficult to diffuse to the solution.
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Figure 4.9 - Calculated ECL intensity as a function of applied potential for reactions for
Step 2 with different maximum electron hopping heights for the luminophores inside the
DSNP.

Finally, Figure 4.10 shows the overall calculated ECL intensity and current as a
function of applied potential. The results obtained in this study indicate that electrode
surface functionality change during potential scan and electron hopping between the
luminophores play important roles in the ECL behavior for the Ru-DSNP/TPA system.
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Figure 4.10 - Calculated current and ECL intensity as a function of applied potential for
reactions for the Ru-DSNP/TPA system.
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d) Consideration of electrical current derived from oxygen
evolving reaction during potential application
As stated in Step 1, there was a small discrepancy between the calculated current behavior
and the experimental result at high potentials of >1.1V, and a better calculated current
would be obtained with the superimposition of the oxygen evolving reaction from water
electrolysis. Here, as an additional study, the consideration of current derived from the
oxygen evolution by the integration of current data obtained in experiments was carried out.
The current data that was measured for the analysis of the electrode surface modification
was utilized. In particular, the cyclic voltammogram for the gold electrode before the
modification, which means bare gold electrode, was used to estimate the electrical current
for oxygen evolution (see Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.11 shows calculated current behavior (with ECL behavior) as a function of applied
potential. As shown in the figure, the behavior of electric current for the numerical
modeling became very similar to that for the experiment. This results indicated that the
numerical model established in this study very well explains the reactions in ECL emission
from a Ru-DSNP under solution containing TPA.
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Figure 4.11 - Calculated electric current and ECL with the consideration of the current
derived from oxygen evolution by the integration of current data obtained in experiment
(broken line: current without considering oxygen evolution).
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5. Part C: Numerical Modeling of ECL Induced by Bipolar
Electrochemistry
5.1.

Background
A bipolar electrode (BPE) is an electrically conductive material that promotes

electrochemical reactions at its poles even in the absence of a direct ohmic contact [112],
[113]. Scheme 5.1 shows schematic drawings for a typical bipolar electrochemistry. When
sufficient potential is applied to an electrolyte solution in which a BPE is immersed, the
BPE is electrically polarized and then electrochemical reactions are induced at the poles of
the BPE. Bipolar electrochemistry-based systems have been reported for various
applications [114]–[120].

Scheme 5.1 – Schematic drawings for typical bipolar electrochemistry. Reprinted from
[112] Copyright 2013 John Wiley & Sons.
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A bipolar electrochemistry system has an advantage for analytical applications that
a number of electrodes can be set in the electrolyte solution and can be controlled
simultaneously with a single external power supply. This interesting feature of the bipolar
electrochemistry system can realize an ECL sensing-array system that has multiple BPEs.
If each BPE is differently modified with species that are related to ECL reactions, a lot of
different analytes could be detected or quantified simultaneously within a system. Crooks
and co-researchers have reported a bipolar electrochemistry system that has ~1000 BPEs
by means of microfabrication technology [112].

In 2012, Sentic and co-researchers reported a novel co-reactant ECL systems based
on the bipolar electrochemistry [121]. They put a glassy carbon bead into a glass capillary
filled with solution that contains Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA, and then applied a strong electrical
field to generate ECL on the surface of the glass carbon bead. They succeeded in
observing ECL from this bipolar electrochemistry system, and also observed an
interesting phenomenon, i.e., that the bead moves up inside the capillary after the
potential application. They suggested the generation of hydrogen bubbles due to water
electrolysis on the lower side of the bead, where negative potential is applied, gives
buoyancy to the bead.
Sentic and co-researchers then applied their system into the analysis of glucose
concentration in an unknown sample [122]. They used nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NADH) as the co-reactant, instead of TPA to detect glucose. It is known that NAD+,
which is ECL-inactive, reacts with glucose to produce NADH in the presence of glucose
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dehydrogenase (GDH). Then, the concentration of glucose can be determined with the
ECL intensity by using solution containing NAD+ and Ru(bpy)32+. Scheme 5.2 shows the
concept for this bipolar ECL system for glucose analysis reported in the study.

Scheme 5.2 – Concept for bipolar ECL system for glucose analysis using Ru(bpy)32+ and
NADH. Reprinted from [122] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 5.1 shows electrical current and ECL intensity as a function of applied
potential under various glucose concentrations, obtained in the experimental study [122].
They carried out the potential scan after 30 minutes of incubation after mixing GDH,
NAD+ and glucose in 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH =7.4). The first current wave at ~1.2
V (vs. Ag|AgCl) is due to the oxidation of NADH and the second wave at ~1.6 V is due
to the oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+. ECL is observed at =1.6 V, corresponding to the oxidation
of Ru(bpy)32+. Increase in glucose concentration results in the increase in ECL intensity,
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which indicates this system can be used for the determination of glucose concentration in
an unknown sample.

Figure 5.1 – Experimentally-obtained electrical current (blue lines) and ECL intensity (red
lines) as a function of applied potential in the bipolar ECL system with phosphate buffer of
pH =7.4 containing 1.5 mM Ru(bpy)32+, 10 mM NAD+ and various glucose concentrations
(dotted lines for 5 mM; dashed lines for 10 mM; solid lines for 40 mM). Scan rate: 0.05
V/s. Reprinted from [122] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

They also reported that ECL at the top of the bead quenches in a few seconds after
potential application. In their first report on the bipolar ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and
TPA, they suggested that this quenching is due to local pH reduction caused by the
oxygen generation during potential application [121]. Figure 5.2 shows the proposed
mechanism and experimentally-analyzed ECL intensity profiles on this phenomenon.
They observed the pH value at the top of the bead decreased to ~4 after the potential
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application, which can reduce the concentration of ECL-active TPAH in the solution in
this case.

Figure 5.2 – Proposed mechanism and experimentally-analyzed ECL intensity profiles (ti:
initial state, tt: state after transient time) for ECL quenching at the top of the bead in the
bipolar ECL system based on Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA. Reprinted from [121] Copyright 2012
John Wiley & Sons.

In this part of the thesis, the bipolar ECL system based on Ru(bpy)32+ and NADH
for the analysis of glucose was modeled to verify the proposed reaction mechanism with
focus on the ECL quenching. Note that the movement of the bead due to the hydrogen
generation is not considered in this study.
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5.2.

Modeling Conditions
In this part, both 1D and 2D modelings were carried out for the numerical modeling.

In this system, since the polarization of the beads by external electrical field induces
potential inside the bead, the applied potential is not uniform inside the bead. And so, the
1D modeling based on a usual planar working electrode with uniform potential was first
carried out to determine reaction parameters, and then the 2D modeling was performed to
model the bipolar system using the parameters determined in the 1D modeling.

1) Conditions for 1D modeling
The geometry used in this part was the same as that for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA system,
which was shown in this thesis. Table 5.1 summarizes the general and reaction parameters
used in the 1D modeling. Several parameters were determined based on the past
experimental studies [121], [122]. Some parameter values were adjusted in the middle of
the study based on the obtained results.

Table 5.1 – General and reaction parameters used in the modeling of ECL behavior for the
bipolar ECL system.
a) General parameters
Parameter/item

Value/material

pH of solution

7.4 (0.1 M phosphate buffer)

Initial NADH concentration

0.2 mM (5 mM glucose), 0.4 mM (10 mM
glucose) or 1.6 mM (40 mM glucose)

(estimated glucose concentration)
Initial Ru(bpy)32+ concentration

1.5 mM
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Diffusion coefficient for species

5 x 10-6 cm2 s-1

Potential scan rate

1 V s-1

Temperature

25 oC

Working electrode

Glassy carbon

Reference electrode

Ag|AgCl

b) Considered reactions and relevant parameters
#

Reaction

Eo

Constants

(vs. Ag|AgCl)
1

NADH ↔ NADH•+ + e-

kfNADH = 10-2 cm s-1

EoNADH = 1.15 V

2

NADH•+ → NAD• + H+

kfrTPA = 104 s-1

-

3

NAD• ↔ NAD+ + e-

kfd = 10-2 cm s-1

Eod = -1.7 V

4

Ru(bpy)32+ ↔ Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

koRu2 = 10-2 cm s-1

EoRu2 = 1.5 V

5

NAD• + Ru(bpy)33+

kf1 = 1010 M-1 s-1

-

→ Ru(bpy)32+* + NAD+
6

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL

kfECL = 107.2 s-1

-

7

H2O ↔ 1/2 O2 + 2H+ + e-

koH2O = 10-2 cm s-1

EoH2O = 2.38 V

2) Conditions for 2D modeling
In the 2D modeling, a bead with a diameter of 1.0 mm was placed in the center
of a cylinder with an inner diameter of 1.1 mm. Similar to the 1D modeling, the area with
a distance of 25 um or less from the bead surface was considered the area for ECL
reaction to decrease the calculation complexity. The potential inside the bead depends on
the strength of the external electric field and comparative position to the direction of the
electric field (the potential is simply proportional to the position). Figure 5.3 shows the
potential inside the bead induced by the external electric field. ECL reaction occurs on
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the upper side of the bead because the reaction is triggered by the positive potential
application. In the modeling, the potential on the bead was gradually applied (linearly
saturated in one second) for the reduction of the calculation load, and then the potential
was kept for 4 seconds for analysis.

Cylinder
(diameter: 1.1 mm)

2.0 V
1.5 V
Direction
of electric
field

1.0 V
0.5 V

Bead
(diameter
: 1.0 mm)

2.0 V
1.5 V
1.0 V

0.5 V
0V
-0.5 V

Axial symmetry

Figure 5.3 – Gradient potential inside the bead in the 2D modeling for the bipolar ECL
system. Potential values are versus Ag|AgCl.

5.3.

Results and Discussion
Scheme 5.3 shows reactions considered in the modeling of the bipolar ECL system.

The excited state of Ru(bpy)32+ is generated by the reaction of NAD• with Ru(bpy)3+,
which are produced by the oxidation of NADH and Ru(bpy)32+ at the working electrode.
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The water electrolysis reaction (H2O → 1/2 O2 + 2H+ + e-) was considered to analyze the
influence of local pH change at the top of the bead during the potential application.

NADH → NADH•+ + e-

(5.1)

NADH•+ → NAD• + H+

(5.2)

NAD• → NAD+ + e-

(5.3)

Ru(bpy)32+→ Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

(5.4)

Ru(bpy)33+ + NAD• → Ru(bpy)32+* + NAD+

(5.5)

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620 nm)

(5.6)

H2O → 1/2 O2 + 2H+ + e-

(5.7)

Scheme 5.3 - Reaction sequence of co-reactant ECL based on Ru(bpy)32+ and NADH.

Figure 5.4 shows calculated current density and normalized ECL intensity obtained
in the 1D modeling. The three electrical current waves at ~1.2 V, 1.6 V and >1.7 V (vs.
Ag|AgCl) were observed, corresponding to the oxidation potentials of NADH, Ru(bpy)32+
and water (oxygen evolution), respectively. The height of current wave for the NADH
oxidation changed according to the NADH concentration when the concentration was
adjusted. The ECL wave was observed at ~1.55 V, which corresponds to the onset potential
for the oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+. Also, the height of the ECL wave showed a good
correlation with the NADH concentration. The calculated results stated above were well in
line with the experimental results. The calculated current density for NADH oxidation was
smaller than the current density obtained in the experiment, probably due to the
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background current in the experiment. Closer current behavior could be obtained with the
consideration of the background current.

1.2
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0
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Figure 5.4 – Calculated current density and normalized ECL intensity as a function of
applied potential obtained from the 1D modeling for the bipolar ECL system (NADH
concentration: 5, 10 or 40 mM).

In the 1D modeling, the change in pH at working electrode during potential
application was also analyzed. Figure 5.5 shows calculated pH at the working electrode
and current density as a function of applied potential. As shown in the figure, the pH at the
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working electrode rapidly decreased at potentials of 1.8 V or higher due to water
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electrolysis (H2O → 1/2 O2 + H+ + e-) at the working electrode.

2

Figure 5.5 – Calculated pH at the working electrode and current density as a function of
applied potential in the 1D modeling for the bipolar ECL system.

Finally, 2D modeling was carried out to calculate ECL behavior for the bipolar
ECL system. Figure 5.6 shows calculated ECL on the bead surface at three seconds from
the potential application with or without the consideration of the local pH change. Without
the consideration of the local pH change, ECL was observed on the upper area of the bead
(until ~1/3 from the top). On the other hand, with the consideration of the local pH change,
calculation results showed that ECL was not observed at the top of the bead. This
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calculation result was very much in line with the experimental results. In the 1D modeling,
it was shown that the pH of the solution becomes less than 5 after the potential application.
It has been reported that ECL cannot be observed at pH or 5 or less when NADH is used as
a co-reactant [70]. And so, this study indicated that ECL quenches within a few seconds
from the potential application due to the pH change at the surface of the bead. The results
for this study were well in line with the experimental results, and this study supports the
validity of the proposed mechanism for the bipolar ECL system.

No ECL at top

a) Without local pH change

b) With local pH change

Figure 5.6 – Calculated ECL (red: high emission; blue: no emission) on the bead surface at
three seconds after the potential application with or without the consideration of the local
pH change in the 2D modeling for the bipolar ECL system. Note: ECL emission in this
figure is shown with a width of 25 um for visualization. Actual emission mainly occurs at
the surface of the bead (distance: <1 um).
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5.4.

Modeling of Spatially-Resolved Multicolor Bipolar ECL

1) Background
This year, Li and co-researchers in Sojic’s group have reported with Hogan’s
group a bipolar ECL system using Ir(ppy)3 [123], whose ECL quenching at high potential
was previously analyzed in detail in this thesis. They focused on the fact that potential at
BPE surface is gradient, and then suggested a specially-resolved multicolor ECL system
with the combination of Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+. Figure 5.7 shows the side-view of ECL
at Pt wire (BPE) in CH3CN solution containing Ir(ppy)3, Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA under
external potential application. When an external potential of 12 V is applied (note that
external potential is not the potential at BPE), multicolor ECL from green to orange is
observed at the surface of the Pt wire. Ir(ppy)3 emits green ECL (peak: ~520 nm) under
potential application of ~0.8 V (vs. Ag|AgCl) [54], and Ru(bpy)32+ emits orange ECL
(peak: ~620 nm) under potential application of ~1.2 V at a Pt working electrode [17] (note
that the first ECL wave at ~0.9 V via the oxidative-reduction pathway are not clearly
observed when a Pt working electrode is used). And so, the ECL image for 12 V indicates
that luminophores contributing entire ECL emission depends on the position of the BPE,
which reflects the applied potential. This interesting system provides the possibility to
carry out a voltammetry-based ECL measurement by “one-shot” analysis with the same
environmental conditions.
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Figure 5.7 – Side-view of ECL emission at Pt wire in CH3CN solution containing Ir(ppy)3,
Ru(bpy)32+ and TPA under external potential application. At 12 V, an image with higher
magnification is also shown in the figure. The scale bar in the upmost image (white) is 5
mm. Reprinted from [123] with permission. Copyright 2017 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 5.8 shows experimentally-obtained ECL intensity and electrical current as
a function of applied potential for a Pt disk electrode (note: not BPE) under CH3CN
solution containing 10 mM TPA and either Ir(ppy)3 (green curve) or a mixture of Ir(ppy)3
and Ru(bpy)32+ (red curve). As previously discussed in detail in this thesis, ECL wave
from Ir(ppy)3 shows a peak and then ECL quenches rapidly due to the quenching reaction
of excited Ir(ppy)3 with TPA radical cation. On the other hand, ECL wave from a mixture
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of Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+ shows a peak at high potential compared to Ir(ppy)3 due to
high emission efficiency of Ru(bpy)32+ in a TPA-based ECL system.

Figure 5.8 – Experimentally-obtained ECL intensity and electrical current as a function of
applied potential for a Pt disk electrode under CH3CN solution containing 10 mM TPA, 0.1
M TBAPF6 and either 0.5 mM Ir(ppy)3 (green curve) or a mixture of 0.5 mM Ir(ppy)3 and
0.05 mM Ru(bpy)32+ (red curve). Blue dashed line shows electrical current. Scan rate: 0.1
V/s. Reprinted from [123] with permission. Copyright 2017 Elsevier B.V.

In this study, the numerical modeling of this very new system was also carried
out by combining the findings from the previous parts of this thesis. In particular, the
ECL quenching mechanism for Ir(ppy)3 (discussed in Part A) and modeling of a bipolar
ECL system (discussed in this part) were carefully considered in this modeling.
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2) Modeling conditions
Similar to the bipolar ECL system based on a conductive bead, both of 1D and 2D
modeling were carried out for this new system. Modeling parameters such as oxidation
potentials and rate constants were determined by the 1D modeling, and then the 2D
modeling was performed to model the entire bipolar ECL system.

Geometry used for the 1D modeling was the same as that for the Ir(ppy)3/TPA
system, which was shown in this thesis. Table 5.2 summarizes the general and reaction
parameters used in this modeling. Most parameters were firstly determined from
knowledge and findings in previous parts of this thesis. Some parameter values were
adjusted in the middle of the study based on the obtained results.

Table 5.2 – General and reaction parameters used in the modeling of ECL behavior for the
spatially-resolved bipolar ECL system.
a) General parameters
Parameter/item

Value/material

pH of solution

0 (mainly CH3CN)

Initial TPA concentration

10 mM

Initial Ir(ppy)3 concentration

0.5 mM

Initial Ru(bpy)32+ concentration

0.05 mM

Diffusion coefficient for species

5 x 10-6 cm2 s-1

Potential scan profile (for 1D)

0.5 V s-1

Temperature

25 oC
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Working electrode

Platinum

Reference electrode

Ag|AgCl

b) Considered reactions and relevant parameters
#

Reaction

Eo (vs.
Ag|AgCl)

Constants

1

TPA ↔ TPA• + e-

kfTPA = 0.1 cm s-1

EoTPA = 1.1 V

2

TPA•+ → TPA• + H+

kfrTPA = 3500 s-1

-

3

TPA• ↔ P1 + e-

kfd = 0.1 cm s-1

Eod = -2.1 V

4

Ir(ppy)3 ↔ Ir(ppy)3+ + e-

koIr = 0.1 cm s-1

EoIr = 0.9 V

5

TPA• + Ir(ppy)3+

kf1 = 108 M-1 s-1

-

→ Ir(ppy)3* + P1
6

Ir(ppy)3* → Ir(ppy)3 + ECL (~520 nm)

kfIECL = 105 s-1

-

7

TPA•+ + Ir(ppy)3*

kf2 = 1012 M-1 s-1

-

→ Ir(ppy)3+ + P2
8

Ru(bpy)32+ ↔ Ru(bpy)33+ + e-

koRu = 0.01 cm s-1

EoRu = 0.85 V

9

TPA• + Ru(bpy)33+

kf1 = 107 M-1 s-1

-

kfRECL = 107.2 s-1

-

→ Ru(bpy)32+* + P1
10

Ru(bpy)32+* → Ru(bpy)32+ + ECL (~620
nm)

c) Model for 2D calculation
Figure 5.9 shows the geometry and potential gradient used in the modeling of the
spatially-resolved bipolar ECL system. Since this calculation is very complicated (10
reactions could happen in parallel all over the meshes), a very small electrode (length: 4
um) compared to the experimental conditions (length: 3.2 cm) was used to reduce
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calculation load as much as possible. Also, the number of the used meshes was also tried
to be minimum during the study, and the final mesh geometry is shown in the figure. In
calculations, potential was increased to the final value (as shown in the figure) in 0.01
second also to reduce the calculation load (calculation load increases when the final value
was applied from the beginning). Calculations were performed only for an external
potential of 12 V in this study.

Potential
[V vs. Ag|AgCl]
1

4 um

0.8

0.6

10 um

0.4
1.4 um
0.2

0.2 um

Pt electrode

a) Geometry (Total mesh: 359)

0
b) Potential gradient (at external potential of 12 V)

Figure 5.9 – Geometry and potential gradient used in the modeling of the spatially-resolved
bipolar ECL system.

3) Results and discussion
Figure 5.10 shows calculated ECL intensity and electrical current as a function of
applied potential for a Pt disk electrode (not BPE). Difference in ECL efficiency between
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Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+ was adjusted in the calculation considering the experimental data.
When only Ir(ppy)3 is used as a luminophore, ECL wave shows a peak at ~0.8 V and then
ECL quenched at high potential. On the other hand, when Ru(bpy)32+ was added to the
system, the second ECL wave due to the direct oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+ was observed at
potentials of 0.8 V or higher, and the intensity of the second ECL wave was higher than
the first ECL wave derived from Ir(ppy)3. These behaviors were very well in line with the
experimental results (see Figure 5.8). Moreover, the behavior of calculated electrical
current having its peak at ~0.9 V was also very similar to the experimental results.
Analysis with the calculation results clarified that the electrical current behavior was
mainly due to the oxidation current of TPA. These results indicated that appropriate
parameters were determined for this system, and that the 2D calculation could be carried
out using these parameters.
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Figure 5.10 – Calculated ECL intensity and electrical current as a function of applied
potential for a Pt disk electrode under CH3CN solution containing 10 mM TPA and either
0.5 mM Ir(ppy)3 (green curve) or a mixture of 0.5 mM Ir(ppy)3 and 0.05 mM Ru(bpy)32+
(red curve). Blue dashed line shows electrical current. Scan rate: 0.5 V/s.

So, the 2D calculation to model the entire spatially-resolved multicolor ECL system
was performed. Figure 5.11 shows calculated ECL intensity maps for Ir(ppy)3 and
Ru(bpy)32+ at t = 0.03 second after potential application. ECL intensity becomes larger
where the color becomes closer to red. For Ir(ppy)3, ECL was observed in the range of ~2
to 4 um in the x-axis, and larger ECL intensity was observed at around x = 3 um. The
potential applied at x = 3 um is 0.75 V (= 1 V x 3 um / 4 um), and this is very well in line
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with the fact that the ECL wave for Ir(ppy)3 shows its peak at ~0.8 V. On the other hand, for
Ru(bpy)32+, ECL was observed at around x = 4 um, but not clearly observed at x = 3 um or
smaller. This is also in line with the fact that the ECL wave for Ru(bpy)32+ appears at ~0.8
V and the intensity increases up to ~1.0 V.
Moreover, the ECL intensity maps for Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+ in this study showed
that high ECL intensity area for Ir(ppy)3 is more distant (y ≈ 1.4 um) than that for
Ru(bpy)32+ (y ≈ 0.2 um). According to the calculation results in this study, this difference in
the ECL behavior is derived from the rate constant for ECL emission from the excited state
of a luminophore. The excited state of Ir(ppy)3 has slower rate constant than Ru(bpy)32+. So,
the excited state of Ir(ppy)3 diffuses in longer distance before emitting ECL. These results
indicated that numerical modeling can be also used for this kind of very detailed analysis.
For example, more precise reaction parameter determination could be possible by
numerical modeling with the combination of spatial ECL intensity analysis by optical
observation.
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Figure 5.11 – Calculated ECL intensity maps for Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+ at t = 0.03 second
after potential application. ECL intensity becomes larger where the color is closer to red.

Finally, Figure 5.12 shows calculated normalized ECL intensity for Ir(ppy)3 and
Ru(bpy)32+ as a function of position at Pt wire surface (x direction). As discussed using
the calculated ECL intensity maps (Figure 5.11), ECL intensity from Ir(ppy)3 showed a
peak at ~3 um, corresponding to an applied potential of ~0.75 V. On the other hand, ECL
intensity from Ru(bpy)32+ showed the maximum value at 4 um, corresponding to an
applied potential of 1.0 V. From these results, it is indicated that multicolor ECL that
changes from green to orange is observed along the direction of the potential gradient,
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and the numerical modeling in this study successfully reproduced the observation results
in the experiment.

3
ECL form Ir complex (Y = 1.6 um)

ECL intensity [a. u.]

ECL from Ru complex (Y = 0.2 um)

2

1

0
0

1
2
3
X (position at Pt wire) [um]

4

Figure 5.12 – Calculated normalized ECL intensity for Ir(ppy)3 and Ru(bpy)32+ as a
function of position at Pt wire surface (x axis in the model). The highest intensity lines in y
axis in the model, which can be seen in Figure 5.11, were used to analyze this ECL
behavior (y = 1.6 um for Ir(ppy)3; y = 0.2 um for Ru(bpy)32+)
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6. Conclusions
Three kinds of recently-proposed co-reactant ECL systems were numerically
modeled in this study to analyze the reaction mechanism for ECL generation.

In Part A, a homogeneous ECL system based on solution containing Ir(ppy)3 and
tripropylamine (TPA), which shows interesting ECL quenching at high potential, was
firstly analyzed. The numerical modeling in this study verified a mechanism that the
excited state of Ir(ppy)3 is quenched by its reaction with TPA radical cation, which is
generated by the electrochemical oxidation of TPA. Moreover, a multicolor ECL system
with the addition of another metal chelate was also modeled in this part, and then a 3D
emission map on ECL intensity versus emission wavelength and applied potential was
successfully reproduced.

In Part B, heterogeneous ECL from a Ru(bpy)32+-doped silica nanoparticle under
solution containing TPA, which was reported as a very efficient ECL system, was analyzed.
The numerical modeling in this study proposed that the surface state of the used working
electrode changes during potential application, and then that causes the significant
reduction of ECL intensity. Also, the numerical modeling verified a mechanism that the
electron hopping inside the nanoparticle contributes to the efficient ECL for this system.

In Part C, a new ECL system based on bipolar electrochemistry was analyzed. The
numerical modeling in this study successfully simulated the ECL behavior for this new
ECL system, and then verified a mechanism that ECL quenches in specific area due to the
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change in local pH during potential application. Moreover, a spatially-resolved bipolar
ECL system, which was reported very recently, was also modeled in this part. The
experimental results were well reproduced utilizing the findings from the other parts of this
thesis.

In conclusion, the numerical modeling in this study contributed to the better
understanding of the reaction mechanism, which can support further improvement of
co-reactant ECL systems. Analysis for the reaction mechanism for ECL generation from
theoretical viewpoint should be adequately considered in future experimental studies.
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8. Supplemental Information: Models and Parameters
Representative numerical models and parameters used in this study are
summarized in this chapter as supplemental information. All the values used in
calculations are shown in SI units. Note that some parameters were adjusted during the
study according to the purpose of the calculation.

8.1.

Part A

1) Constants
Name
alpha
F
R
T
n
fa
k0TPA
E0TPA
kfrTPA
kfI1
kfI2
kfIECL
k0Ir0
E0Ir0
cH
D
DH
k0d
E0d
cIr0
cTPA

Value
0.5
96485
8.314
298.15
1
38.94
1e-3
0.50
3500
100000
10^9.2
1e5
1e-3
0.35
0
5e-10
5e-9
1e-3
-2.1
0.11
25

Description
Transfer coefficient
Faraday constant
Gas constant
Room temperature
Electron number
F/RT
Standard rate constant for TPA oxidation
Formal potential for TPA oxidation
Forward rate constant for deprotonation of TPA radical cation
Forward rate constant for P1 generation
Forward rate constant for excited Ir quench
Forward rate constant for ECL generation
Standard rate constant for Ir oxidation
Formal potential for Ir oxidation
Hydrogen concentration
General diffusion coefficient
Diffusion coefficient for H+
Standard rate constant for TPA radical oxidation
Formal potential for TPA radical oxidation
Ir concentration
TPA concentration
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k0Ru2
E0Ru2
kfR1

1e-4
0.7
1e7

kfRECL

10^5

cRu0

0.14

Standard rate constant for second luminophore oxidation
Formal potential for second luminophore oxidation
Forward rate constant for P1 generation for second
luminophore
Forward rate constant for ECL generation for second
luminophore
Second luminophore concentration

2) Global expressions
Name Expression
Description
kfTPA k0TPA*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0TPA)) forward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
kbTPA k0TPA*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0TPA)) backward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
kfIr0 k0Ir0*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ir0))
forward rate constant for Ir0
oxidation
kbIr0 k0Ir0*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ir0))
backward rate constant for Ir0
oxidation
E
-0.5+t*0.5
applied voltage - scan
kfd
k0d*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))
forward rate constant for rTPA
deprotonation
kbd
k0d*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))
backward rate constant for rTPA
deprotonation
cd
(ndflux_e_chdi+ndflux_P1_chdi)*F*-1
current density
light kfIECL*Ire+kfRECL*P4*2
ECL emission
kfRu2 k0Ru2*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru2)) forward rate constant for second
luminophore oxidation
kbRu2 k0Ru2*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru2)) backward rate constant for second
luminophore oxidation
light2 kfRECL*P4
ECL emission for second
luminophore
light1 kfIECL*Ire
ECL emission for Ir0
3) Geometry
-

Boundary mode
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x 10-4

-

Subdomain mode

x 10-4

4) Mesh statistics
Number of degrees of freedom
Number of mesh points
Number of elements
Number of boundary elements

16400
513
512
3
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Element length ratio

0.776

x 10-4

5) Application mode properties
Application mode type: Diffusion (Chemical Engineering Module)
Application mode name: chdi
Property
Default element type
Analysis type
Equilibrium assumption
Frame
Weak constraints
Constraint type

Value
Lagrange - Quadratic
Transient
Off
Frame (ref)
Off
Ideal

6) Variables
Dependent variables: TPA, rcTPA, rTPA, e, H, P1, Ir0, Ir1, Ire, P2, ECL, P3, P4, Ru1,
Ru2, Ru3
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Shape functions: shlag(2,'TPA'), shlag(2,'rcTPA'), shlag(2,'rTPA'), shlag(2,'e'),
shlag(2,'H'), shlag(2,'P1'), shlag(2,'Ir0'), shlag(2,'Ir1'), shlag(2,'Ire'), shlag(2,'P2'),
shlag(2,'ECL'), shlag(2,'P3'), shlag(2,'P4'), shlag(2,'Ru1'), shlag(2,'Ru2'), shlag(2,'Ru3')
Interior boundaries not active

7) Boundary settings
Point
Inward flux (N)
type
Point
Inward flux (N)
type
Point
Inward flux (N)
type

3
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
{N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0}
2
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
{cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;co
nt;cont;cont}
1
{-kfTPA*TPA;kfTPA*TPA;-kfd*rTPA;0;0;kfd*rTPA;-kfIr0*Ir0+k
bIr0*Ir1;kfIr0*Ir0-kbIr0*Ir1;0;0;0;0;0;0;-kfRu2*Ru2+kbRu2*Ru3;
kfRu2*Ru2-kbRu2*Ru3}
{N;N;N;N0;N0;N;N;N;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N;N;N}

8) Subdomain settings
Subdomain
Diffusion
coefficient (D)

Reaction rate (R)

Subdomain
Diffusion
coefficient (D)

Reaction rate (R)

1
{D;D;D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D}
{0;-kfrTPA*rcTPA-kfI2*Ire*rcTPA;kfrTPA*rcTPA-kfI1*Ir1*rTPAkfR3*Ru3*rTPA;0;0;0;kfIECL*Ire;-kfI1*Ir1*rTPA+kfI2*Ire*rcTPA
;kfI1*Ir1*rTPA-kfIECL*Ire-kfI2*Ire*rcTPA;kfI1*Ir1*rTPA;kfIECL
*Ire+kfRECL*P4;kfI2*Ire*rcTPA;-kfRECL*P4+kfR3*Ru3*rTPA;0;
kfRECL*P4;-kfR3*Ru3*rTPA}
2
{D;D;D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D}
{0;-kfrTPA*rcTPA;kfrTPA*rcTPA-kfI1*Ir1*rTPA-kfR3*Ru3*rTP
A;0;0;0;kfIECL*Ire;-kfI1*Ir1*rTPA;kfI1*Ir1*rTPA-kfIECL*Ire-kfI
2*Ire*rcTPA;kfI1*Ir1*rTPA;kfIECL*Ire+kfRECL*P4;kfI2*Ire*rcT
PA;-kfRECL*P4+kfR3*Ru3*rTPA;0;kfRECL*P4;-kfR3*Ru3*rTPA
}
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Subdomain initial value
Concentration, TPA (TPA)
Concentration, Ir0 (Ir0)
Concentration, Ru2 (Ru2)

1
cTPA
cIr0
cRu0

2
cTPA
cIr0
cRu0

9) Solver settings
-

General

Analysis type
Auto select solver
Solver
Solution form
Symmetric
Adaptive mesh refinement
Optimization/Sensitivity
Plot while solving

-

Transient
On
Time dependent
Automatic
auto
Off
Off
Off

Direct (UMFPACK)

Solver type: Linear system solver
Parameter
Value
Pivot threshold
0.1
Memory allocation factor 0.7

-

Time stepping

Parameter
Times
Relative tolerance
Absolute tolerance
Times to store in output
Time steps taken by solver
Maximum BDF order
Singular mass matrix
Consistent initialization of DAE systems
Error estimation strategy

Value
range(0,0.01,3.2)
0.000001
0.0000010
Specified times
Free
5
Maybe
Backward Euler
Include algebraic
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Allow complex numbers

8.2.

Off

Part B

1) Constants
Name
alpha
F
R
T
n
fa
Ka
k0TPA
E0TPA
kbrTPA

Value
0.5
96485
8.314
298.15
1
38.94
10^-10.4
1e-1
0.88
1080

kf1
kf2
kfECL
k0Ru2
E0Ru2
k0Ru1
E0Ru1
kf3
khydrol
D
DH
DP
DB
k0d
E0d
Deh
cRu
cTPA
kfb
kbb

1e7
1e3
10^(7.2)
0.01
1.16
0.01
-1.48
1e6
1e7
5e-10
5e-9
5e-10
5e-11
1e-1
-1.7
5e-11
353
30
4e6
1e14

Description
Transfer coefficient
Faraday constant
Gas constant
Room temperature
Electron number
F/RT
Acid dissociation constant for TPAH+
Standard rate constant for TPA oxidation
Formal potential for TPA oxidation
Backward rate constant for deprotonation of TPA radical
cation
Forward rate constant for P1 generation
Forward rate constant for excited Ru2 generation from Ru+
Forward rate constant for ECL generation
Standard rate constant for Ru2+ oxidation
Formal potential for Ru2+ oxidation
Standard rate constant for Ru+ oxidation
Formal potential for Ru+ oxidation
Forward rate constant for excited Ru2 generation from Ru+3
Rate constant for P2 generation
General diffusion coefficient
Diffusion coefficient for H+
Diffusion coefficient for P1 or P2
Diffusion coefficient inside bead
Standard rate constant for TPA radical deprotonation
Formal potential for TPA radical deprotonation
Diffusion coefficient for electron hopping
Ru concentration in bead
TPA concentration in solution
Forward rate constant for phosphate buffer
Backward rate constant for phosphate buffer
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kf4

1e-3

Forward rate constant for reaction between Ru3+ and TPA

2) Global expressions
Name
kfTPA
kbTPA
kfRu2
kbRu2
kfRu1
kbRu1
E
kfd
kbd
cd
light
kfrTPA

Expression
k0TPA*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0T
PA))
k0TPA*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0
TPA))
k0Ru2*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru
2))
k0Ru2*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0R
u2))
k0Ru1*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru
1))
k0Ru1*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0R
u1))
0+t*0.5
k0d*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))

Description
Forward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
Backward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
Forward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Backward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Rorward rate constant for Ru+
oxidation
Backward rate constant for Ru+
oxidation
Applied potential
Forward rate constant for TPA radical
deprotonation
k0d*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d)) Backward rate constant for TPA
radical deprotonation
(ndflux_elec_chdi+ndflux_P1_chdi) Current density
*F*-1
kfECL*Ru2e
ECL emission
kdep(t)
Forward rate constant for TPA radical
cation deprotonation

3) Geometry
-

Boundary mode
Calculations were performed considering only half of the electrode section, the other half

being symmetric. Segments 2, 24, 26, 28, 30 identify the active regions (working Au
electrode) of the electrode; segments 22, 32-34 represent the electrode insulating sheath
respectively, and were all treated as insulating and unreactive. Segments 4, 8, 12, 6, 10,
36-40 represent the bead surface and segment 35 represent the surface where the direct Ru
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oxidation can occur. Finally segments 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13-14, 16, 18, 20 were treated as a
symmetry element. The depletion of the reductant species (TPA or TPA•) was treated as a
flux towards the electrode (segments 2, 24, 26, 28, 30) while product generation was
treated as a flux in the opposite direction.

-

Subdomain mode
Chemical reactions were introduced in the models in subdomain settings. Surfaces

1-7 identify the doped silica nanoparticles. This surface was divided in three different
subdomains: 1,3 represent the lower part; 4, 5 represent the middle part and 6,7 the upper
part of the DSNP. Finally subdomains 1,8-12 were treated as a bulk solution.
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4) Mesh statistics
Number of degrees of freedom
Number of mesh points
Number of elements
Triangular
Quadrilateral
Number of boundary elements
Number of vertex elements
Minimum element quality
Element area ratio

139997
2807
5156
5156
0
567
29
0.148
0
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5) Application mode properties
Application mode type: Diffusion (Chemical Engineering Module)
Application mode name: chdi
Property
Default element type
Analysis type
Equilibrium assumption
Frame
Weak constraints
Constraint type

Value
Lagrange - Quadratic
Transient
Off
Frame (ref)
Off
Ideal

6) Variables
Dependent variables: TPAH, TPA, H, elec, rcTPA, rTPA, Ru2, P1, Ru1, Ru2e, ECL, Ru3,
P2
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Shape functions: shlag(2,'TPAH'), shlag(2,'TPA'), shlag(2,'H'), shlag(2,'elec'),
shlag(2,'rcTPA'), shlag(2,'rTPA'), shlag(2,'Ru2'), shlag(2,'P1'), shlag(2,'Ru1'),
shlag(2,'Ru2e'), shlag(2,'ECL'), shlag(2,'Ru3'), shlag(2,'P2')
Interior boundaries active

7) Boundary settings
Boundary

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13-14, 16, 18,
2, 24, 26, 28, 30
20
Axial symmetry
Insulation/Symmetry
axial
electrode
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0} {0;-kfTPA*TPA;0;kfTPA*TPA;k
fTPA*TPA;-kfd*rTPA;0;kfd*rTP
A;0;0;0;0;0}

Type
Name
Inward flux (N)

Boundary

15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25,
22, 32-34
27, 29, 31
Type
Continuity
Continuity
Continuity
Insulation/Symmetr
y
Name
beadsurface
internal
wall
Inward flux {0;0;0;0;0;0;0 {0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0; {0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0; {0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0
(N)
;0;0;0;0;0;0}
0;0;0;0;0}
0;0;0}
;0;0;0}
Boundary
Type
Name
Inward flux (N)

4, 8, 12

6, 10, 36-40

35
Continuity
ECsurface
{0;0;0;0;0;0;kfRu1*Ru1-kbRu1*Ru2-kfRu2*Ru2+kbRu2*Ru3;0;-kf
Ru1*Ru1+kbRu1*Ru2;0;0;kfRu2*Ru2-kbRu2*Ru3;0}

8) Subdomain settings
Subdomain
Name
Diffusion
coefficient (D)
Reaction rate
(R)

1, 3
beadlower
{DB;DB;DH;DB;DB;DB;Deh;DB;Deh;0;0;Deh;DB}
{-kfb*TPAH+kbb*TPA*cH;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1+kfb*TPAH-kbb*TPA
*cH;0;0;-kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfrTPA*rcTPA+kbrTPA*rTPA*cH;-kf1*
rTPA*Ru2+kfrTPA*rcTPA-kbrTPA*rTPA*cH-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;-kf1
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(relExpr)
Subdomain
Name
Diffusion
coefficient (D)
Reaction rate
(R)

*rTPA*Ru2+kfECL*Ru2e;kf1*rTPA*Ru2+kf3*rTPA*Ru3;kf1*rTP
A*Ru2-kf2*rcTPA*Ru1;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfECL*Ru2e+kf3*rTPA*
Ru3;kfECL*Ru2e;-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;0}
{r_1_rxn;10000*rcTPA-200000*rTPA}
2, 8-12
solution
{DB;DB;DH;DB;DB;DB;0;DB;0;0;0;0;DB}
{-kfb*TPAH+kbb*TPA*cH;kfb*TPAH-kbb*TPA*cH;0;0;-kfrTPA*
rcTPA+kbrTPA*rTPA*cH;kfrTPA*rcTPA-kbrTPA*rTPA*cH;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0}

(relExpr)
Subdomain
Name
Diffusion
coefficient (D)
Reaction rate
(R)

(relExpr)
Subdomain
Name
Diffusion
coefficient (D)
Reaction rate
(R)

(relExpr)

4-5
beadmiddle
{D;D;DH;D;D;D;0;DP;0;0;0;0;DP}
{-kfb*TPAH+kbb*TPA*cH;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1+kfb*TPAH-kbb*TPA
*cH;0;0;-kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfrTPA*rcTPA+kbrTPA*rTPA*cH;-kf1*
rTPA*Ru2+kfrTPA*rcTPA-kbrTPA*rTPA*cH-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;-kf1
*rTPA*Ru2+kfECL*Ru2e;kf1*rTPA*Ru2;kf1*rTPA*Ru2-kf2*rcT
PA*Ru1;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfECL*Ru2e+kf3*rTPA*Ru3;kfECL*Ru
2e;-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;0}
{r_1_rxn;10000*rcTPA-200000*rTPA}
6-7
beadupper
{DB;DB;DH;DB;DB;DB;0;DB;0;0;0;0;DB}
{-kfb*TPAH+kbb*TPA*cH;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1+kfb*TPAH-kbb*TPA
*cH;0;0;-kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfrTPA*rcTPA+kbrTPA*rTPA*cH;-kf1*
rTPA*Ru2+kfrTPA*rcTPA-kbrTPA*rTPA*cH-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;-kf1
*rTPA*Ru2+kfECL*Ru2e;kf1*rTPA*Ru2;kf1*rTPA*Ru2-kf2*rcT
PA*Ru1;kf2*rcTPA*Ru1-kfECL*Ru2e+kf3*rTPA*Ru3;kfECL*Ru
2e;-kf3*rTPA*Ru3;0}
{r_1_rxn;10000*rcTPA-200000*rTPA}

Subdomain initial value

1, 3

2, 8-12

4-5

6-7

Concentration, TPA (TPA)

cTPA

cTPA

cTPA

cTPA
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Concentration, H (H)

cH

cH

cH

cH

Concentration, Ru2 (Ru2)

cRu

0

cRu

cRu

9) Interpolation functions
Interpolation Function: kdep
Interpolation method: Piecewise Cubic
Data source type: Table
x
0
1.8
2.2
3

f(x)
540
540
3500
3500

10) Solver settings
-

General

Analysis type
Auto select solver
Solver
Solution form
Symmetric
Adaptive mesh refinement
Optimization/Sensitivity
Plot while solving

-

Transient
On
Time dependent
Automatic
auto
Off
Off
Off

Direct (UMFPACK)

Solver type: Linear system solver
Parameter
Pivot threshold
Memory allocation factor

Value
0.1
0.7
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-

Time stepping

Parameter
Times
Relative tolerance
Absolute tolerance
Times to store in output
Time steps taken by solver
Maximum BDF order
Singular mass matrix
Consistent initialization of DAE systems
Error estimation strategy
Allow complex numbers

8.3.

Value
range(0,0.01,3)
0.001
0.0001
Specified times
Free
5
Maybe
Backward Euler
Include algebraic
On

Part C (1D)

1) Constants
Name
alpha
F
R
T
n
fa
k0NADH
E0NADH
kfrNADH
kf1
kfECL
k0Ru2
E0Ru2
k0d
E0d
k0H2O
E0H2O
D
DH

Value
0.5
96485
8.314
298.15
1
38.94
1e-4
1.15
1e4
1e7
10^(7.2)
1e-4
1.5
1e-4
-1.7
1e-4
2.38
5e-10
5e-9

Description
Transfer coefficient
Faraday constant
Gas constant
Room temperature
Electron number
F/RT
Standard rate constant for NADH oxidation
Formal potential for NADH oxidation
Forward rate constant for deprotonation of NAD radical
Forward rate constant for P1 generation
Forward rate constant for ECL generation
Standard rate constant for Ru2+ oxidation
Formal potential for Ru2+ oxidation
Standard rate constant for NAD radical deprotonation
Formal potential for NAD radical deprotonation
Standard rate constant for water oxidation
Formal potential for water oxidation
general diffusion coefficient
diffusion coefficient for H+
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DP
cRu
cNADH
kfb
kbb
cH2PO4
cH2O
cHPO4

5e-10
1.5
0.1
4e6
1e11
50
55600
50

diffusion coefficient for P1 or P2
Ru concentration
NADH concentration
Forward rate constant for phosphate buffer
Backward rate constant for phosphate buffer
H2PO4 concentration
Water concentration
HPO4 concentration

2) Global expressions
Name
kfNADH
kbNADH
kfRu2
kbRu2
kfH2O
kbH2O
E
kfd
kbd
cd
light

Expression
k0NADH*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(EE0NADH))
k0NADH*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(EE0NADH))
k0Ru2*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0
Ru2))
k0Ru2*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0
Ru2))
k0H2O*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0
H2O))
k0H2O*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E
0H2O))
0+t*1
k0d*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))

Description
Forward rate constant for NADH
oxidation
Backward rate constant for NADH
oxidation
Forward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Backward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Forward rate constant for Ru+
oxidation
Backward rate constant for Ru+
oxidation
Applied potential
Forward rate constant for NAD radical
deprotonation
k0d*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d)) Backward rate constant for NAD
radical deprotonation
(ndflux_NADH_chdi+ndflux_Ru2 Current density
_chdi+ndflux_H2O_chdi*2)*F
kfECL*Ru2e
ECL emission

3) Geometry
-

Boundary mode
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x 10-4

-

Subdomain mode

x 10-4

4) Mesh statistics
Number of degrees of freedom 3856
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Number of mesh points
Number of elements
Number of boundary elements
Element length ratio

121
120
3
1

x 10-4

5) Application mode properties
Application mode type: Diffusion (Chemical Engineering Module)
Application mode name: chdi
Property
Default element type
Analysis type
Equilibrium assumption
Frame
Weak constraints
Constraint type

Value
Lagrange - Quadratic
Transient
Off
Frame (ref)
Off
Ideal

6) Variables
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Dependent variables: H2PO4, HPO4, H, NADH, e, rcNADH, rNAD, cNAD, Ru2, Ru3,
Ru2e, ECL, H2O, O2, P1, P2

Shape functions: shlag(2,'H2PO4'), shlag(2,'HPO4'), shlag(2,'H'), shlag(2,'NADH'),
shlag(2,'e'), shlag(2,'rcNADH'), shlag(2,'rNAD'), shlag(2,'cNAD'), shlag(2,'Ru2'),
shlag(2,'Ru3'), shlag(2,'Ru2e'), shlag(2,'ECL'), shlag(2,'H2O'), shlag(2,'O2'), shlag(2,'P1'),
shlag(2,'P2')
Interior boundaries not active

7) Boundary settings
Point
Inward flux (N)
type
Point
Inward flux (N)
type
Point
Inward flux (N)
type

1
{0;0;kfH2O*H2O*2;-kfNADH*NADH;0;kfNADH*NADH;0;0;-kfR
u2*Ru2+kbRu2*Ru3;kfRu2*Ru2-kbRu2*Ru3;0;0;-kfH2O*H2O;kfH
2O*H2O*0.5;0;0}
{N0;N0;N;N;N0;N;N0;N0;N;N;N0;N0;N;N;N0;N0}
2
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
{cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;cont;co
nt;cont;cont}
3
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
{N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0;N0}

8) Subdomain setting
Subdomain
Diffusion
coefficient (D)

Reaction rate (R)

1
{D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;
D;D;D;D;D}
{-kfb*H2PO4+kbb*HPO4*H;(
kfb*H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H);kf
b*H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H+kfrN
ADH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rN
AD*H;0;0;-kfrNADH*rcNAD
H+kbrNADH*rNAD*H;kfrNA
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2
{D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;
D;D;D;D}
{-kfb*H2PO4+kbb*HPO4*H;(k
fb*H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H);kfb*
H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H+kfrNAD
H*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*
H;0;0;-kfrNADH*rcNADH+kbr
NADH*rNAD*H;kfrNADH*rc

DH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNA
D*H-kf3*Ru3*rNAD;kf3*Ru3
*rNAD;0;-kf3*Ru3*rNAD;kf3
*Ru3*rNAD-kfECL*Ru2e;kfE
CL*Ru2e;0;0;0;0}

Subdomain initial value
Concentration, H2PO4 (H2PO4)
Concentration, HPO4 (HPO4)
Concentration, NADH (NADH)
Concentration, Ru2 (Ru2)
Concentration, H2O (H2O)

1
cH2PO4
cHPO4
cNADH
cRu
cH2O

NADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*H;kf3
*Ru3*rNAD;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}

2
cH2PO4
cHPO4
cNADH
cRu
cH2O

9) Solver settings
-

General

Analysis type
Auto select solver
Solver
Solution form
Symmetric
Adaptive mesh refinement
Optimization/Sensitivity
Plot while solving

-

Transient
On
Time dependent
Automatic
auto
Off
Off
Off

Direct (UMFPACK)

Solver type: Linear system solver
Parameter
Pivot threshold
Memory allocation factor

-

Value
0.1
0.7

Time stepping

Parameter
Times
Relative tolerance

Value
range(0,0.01,2)
0.000001
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Absolute tolerance
Times to store in output
Time steps taken by solver
Maximum BDF order
Singular mass matrix
Consistent initialization of DAE systems
Error estimation strategy
Allow complex numbers

8.4.

0.0000010
Specified times
Free
5
Maybe
Backward Euler
Include algebraic
On

Part C (2D)

1) Constants
Name
alpha
F
R
T
n
fa
k0NADH
E0NADH
kfrNADH
kf1
kfECL
k0Ru2
E0Ru2
k0d
E0d
k0H2O
E0H2O
D
DH
DP
cRu

Value
0.5
96485
8.314
298.15
1
38.94
1e-5
1.05
1e4
1e7
10^(7.2)
0.01
1.55
1e-4
-1.7
10^(-11)
1.55
5e-10
5e-9
5e-10
1.5

Description
Transfer coefficient
Faraday constant
Gas constant
Room temperature
Electron number
F/RT
Standard rate constant for NADH oxidation
Formal potential for NADH oxidation
Forward rate constant for deprotonation of NAD radical
Forward rate constant for P1 generation
Forward rate constant for ECL generation
Standard rate constant for Ru2+ oxidation
Formal potential for Ru2+ oxidation
Standard rate constant for NAD radical deprotonation
Formal potential for NAD radical deprotonation
Standard rate constant for water oxidation
Formal potential for water oxidation
general diffusion coefficient
diffusion coefficient for H+
diffusion coefficient for P1 or P2
Ru concentration
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cNADH
kfb
kbb
cH2PO4
cH2O
cHPO4

0.2
4e6
1e11
50
55600
50

NADH concentration
Forward rate constant for phosphate buffer
Backward rate constant for phosphate buffer
H2PO4 concentration
Water concentration
HPO4 concentration

2) Global expressions
Name
kfNADH
kbNADH
kfRu2
kbRu2
kfH2O
kbH2O
kfd
kbd
cd
light
E
kda

Expression
k0NADH*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E
-E0NADH))
k0NADH*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(
E-E0NADH))
k0Ru2*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0
Ru2))
k0Ru2*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E
0Ru2))
k0H2O*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E
0H2O))
k0H2O*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(EE0H2O))
k0d*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))

Description
Forward rate constant for NADH
oxidation
Backward rate constant for NADH
oxidation
Forward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Backward rate constant for Ru2+
oxidation
Forward rate constant for water
oxidation
Backward rate constant for water
oxidation
forward rate constant for NADH radical
deprotonation
k0d*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d backward rate constant for NADH
))
radical deprotonation
(ndflux_NADH_chdi+ndflux_Ru Current density
2_chdi+ndflux_H2O_chdi*2)*F
kfECL*Ru2e
ECL emission
SC2(t)*EF(z)
Applied potential
1e4*(EF(z)>1.9)
Forward rate constant for degradation of
NADH at low pH

3) Geometry
-

Boundary mode
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x 10-3

-

Subdomain mode

x 10-3
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4) Mesh statistics
Number of degrees of freedom
Number of mesh points
Number of elements
Triangular
Quadrilateral
Number of boundary elements
Number of vertex elements
Minimum element quality
Element area ratio

29024
471
873
873
0
164
10
0.726
0.009

x 10-3

5) Application mode properties
Application mode type: Convection and Diffusion (Chemical Engineering Module)
Application mode name: chcd
Property
Default element type
Analysis type

Value
Lagrange - Quadratic
Transient
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Equation form
Equilibrium assumption
Frame
Weak constraints
Constraint type

Non-conservative
Off
Frame (ref)
Off
Ideal

6) Variables
Dependent variables: H2PO4, HPO4, H, NADH, e, rcNADH, rNAD, cNAD, Ru2, Ru3,
Ru2e, ECL, H2O, O2, P1, P2

Shape functions: shlag(2,'H2PO4'), shlag(2,'HPO4'), shlag(2,'H'), shlag(2,'NADH'),
shlag(2,'e'), shlag(2,'rcNADH'), shlag(2,'rNAD'), shlag(2,'cNAD'), shlag(2,'Ru2'),
shlag(2,'Ru3'), shlag(2,'Ru2e'), shlag(2,'ECL'), shlag(2,'H2O'), shlag(2,'O2'), shlag(2,'P1'),
shlag(2,'P2')
Interior boundaries active

7) Boundary settings
Boundary
Type
name
Inward flux
(N)

1, 3-6
Axial symmetry
axial
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}

Boundary
Type
name

10
Continuity
beadsurface2
{0;0;kfH2O*H2O*2;-kfNA
DH*NADH;0;kfNADH*NA
DH;0;0;-kfRu2*Ru2+kbRu2
*Ru3;kfRu2*Ru2-kbRu2*R
u3;0;0;-kfH2O*H2O;kfH2O
*H2O*0.5;0;0}

Inward flux
(N)

2, 7-8
Insulation/Symmetry
Cell
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0}
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9, 12
Continuity
active
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0}

11
Continuity
beadsurface
{0;0;kfH2O*H2O*2;-kfNADH*NADH;
0;kfNADH*NADH;0;0;-kfRu2*Ru2+kb
Ru2*Ru3;kfRu2*Ru2-kbRu2*Ru3;0;0;-k
fH2O*H2O;kfH2O*H2O*0.5;0;0}

8) Subdomain settings
Subdomain
name
Diffusion coefficient
(D)
Reaction rate (R)
Subdomain
name
Diffusion coefficient
(D)

Reaction rate (R)

Subdomain
name
Diffusion coefficient
(D)
Reaction rate (R)

1
solution
{D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D}
{-kfb*H2PO4+kbb*HPO4*H;kfb*H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H;kfb*H
2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H+kfrNADH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*H
;-kda*NADH;0;-kfrNADH*rcNADH+kbrNADH*rNAD*H;kfr
NADH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*H;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
2
active
{D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D}
{-kfb*H2PO4+kbb*HPO4*H;kfb*H2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H;kfb*H
2PO4-kbb*HPO4*H+kfrNADH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*H
;-kda*NADH;0;-kfrNADH*rcNADH+kbrNADH*rNAD*H;kfr
NADH*rcNADH-kbrNADH*rNAD*H-kf3*Ru3*rNAD;kf3*Ru
3*rNAD;0;-kf3*Ru3*rNAD;kf3*Ru3*rNAD-kfECL*Ru2e;kfE
CL*Ru2e;0;0;0;0}
3
bead
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}
{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}

Subdomain initial value
Concentration, H2PO4 (H2PO4)
Concentration, HPO4 (HPO4)
Concentration, NADH (NADH)
Concentration, Ru2 (Ru2)
Concentration, H2O (H2O)

3

mol/m
mol/m3
mol/m3
mol/m3
mol/m3

1
cH2PO4
cHPO4
cNADH
cRu
cH2O

2
cH2PO4
cHPO4
cNADH
cRu
cH2O

3
0
0
0
0
0

9) Functions
Function Expression
Derivatives
Complex output
EF(a)
a*3000+0.5
d(a*3000+0.5,a)
false
SC2(b) b*(b<1)+1*(b>=1) d(b*(b<1)+1*(b>=1),b) false
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10) Solver settings
-

General

Analysis type
Auto select solver
Solver
Solution form
Symmetric
Adaptive mesh refinement
Optimization/Sensitivity
Plot while solving

-

Transient
On
Time dependent
Automatic
auto
Off
Off
Off

Direct (UMFPACK)

Solver type: Linear system solver
Parameter
Pivot threshold
Memory allocation factor

-

Value
0.1
0.7

Time stepping

Parameter
Times
Relative tolerance
Absolute tolerance
Times to store in output
Time steps taken by solver
Maximum BDF order
Singular mass matrix
Consistent initialization of DAE systems
Error estimation strategy
Allow complex numbers

Value
range(0,0.01,4)
0.0000001
0.0000001
Specified times
Free
5
Maybe
Backward Euler
Include algebraic
On
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8.5.

Part C (Spatially-resolved bipolar ECL, 2D)

The 1D modeling for spatially-resolved bipor ECL was carried out using the model for
Ir(ppy)3 (Part A) and parameters that are same for the 2D modeling. Only the model and
parameters for the 2D modeling are shown this section.

1) Constants
Name
alpha
F
R
T
n
fa
k0TPA
E0TPA
kfrTPA
kfI1
kfI2
kfIECL
k0Ir0
E0Ir0
cH
D
DH
k0d
E0d
cIr0
cTPA
k0Ru2
E0Ru2
kfR1

Value
0.5
96485
8.314
298.15
1
38.94
1e-3
1.1
3500
100000
10^9
1e5
1e-3
0.9
0
5e-10
5e-9
1e-3
-2.1
0.5
10
1e-4
0.85
1e7

kfRECL

10^5

cRu0

0.05

Description
Transfer coefficient
Faraday constant
Gas constant
Room temperature
Electron number
F/RT
Standard rate constant for TPA oxidation
Formal potential for TPA oxidation
Forward rate constant for deprotonation of TPA radical cation
Forward rate constant for P1 generation
Forward rate constant for excited Ir quench
Forward rate constant for ECL generation
Standard rate constant for Ir oxidation
Formal potential for Ir oxidation
Hydrogen concentration
General diffusion coefficient
Diffusion coefficient for H+
Standard rate constant for TPA radical oxidation
Formal potential for TPA radical oxidation
Ir concentration
TPA concentration
Standard rate constant for second luminophore oxidation
Formal potential for second luminophore oxidation
Forward rate constant for P1 generation for second
luminophore
Forward rate constant for ECL generation for second
luminophore
Second luminophore concentraion
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2) Global expressions
Name Expression
Description
kfTPA k0TPA*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0TPA)) forward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
kbTPA k0TPA*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0TPA)) backward rate constant for TPA
oxidation
kfIr0 k0Ir0*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ir0))
forward rate constant for Ir0
oxidation
kbIr0 k0Ir0*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ir0))
backward rate constant for Ir0
oxidation
E
0.5*t*x/(4*10^-6)*SC(t)
applied voltage - scan
kfd
k0d*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))
forward rate constant for rTPA
deprotonation
kbd
k0d*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0d))
backward rate constant for rTPA
deprotonation
cd
(ndflux_e_chdi+ndflux_P1_chdi)*F*-1
current density
light kfIECL*Ire+kfRECL*Ru2e*5
ECL emission
kfRu2 k0Ru2*exp((1-alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru2)) forward rate constant for second
luminophore oxidation
kbRu2 k0Ru2*exp((-1*alpha)*n*fa*(E-E0Ru2)) backward rate constant for second
luminophore oxidation
light2 kfRECL*Ru2e
ECL emission for second
luminophore
light1 kfIECL*Ire
ECL emission for Ir0
3) Geometry
-

Boundary mode
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x 10-5
-

Subdomain mode

x 10-5
4) Mesh statistics
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Number of degrees of freedom
Number of mesh points
Number of elements
Triangular
Quadrilateral
Number of boundary elements
Number of vertex elements
Minimum element quality
Element area ratio

13968
209
359
359
0
79
8
0.818
0.046

x 10-5
5) Application mode properties
Application mode type: Convection and Diffusion (Chemical Engineering Module)
Application mode name: chcd
Property
Default element type
Analysis type
Equation form
Equilibrium assumption

Value
Lagrange - Quadratic
Transient
Non-conservative
Off
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Frame
Weak constraints
Constraint type

Frame (ref)
Off
Ideal

6) Variables
Dependent variables: TPA, rcTPA, rTPA, e, H, Ir0, Ir1, Ire, Ru1, Ru2, Ru3, Ru2e, IECL,
RECL, P1, P2, P3, P4

Shape functions: shlag(2,'TPA'), shlag(2,'rcTPA'), shlag(2,'rTPA'), shlag(2,'e'),
shlag(2,'H'), shlag(2,'Ir0'), shlag(2,'Ir1'), shlag(2,'Ire'), shlag(2,'Ru1'), shlag(2,'Ru2'),
shlag(2,'Ru3'), shlag(2,'Ru2e'), shlag(2,'IECL'), shlag(2,'RECL'), shlag(2,'P1'),
shlag(2,'P2'), shlag(2,'P3'), shlag(2,'P4')
Interior boundaries inactive

7) Boundary settings
Boundary
Type
name

1, 3, 5, 7-10
Insulation/Axial symmetry
Cell

Inward flux
(N)

{0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0}

2, 7-8
Flux
Electrode
{-kfTPA*TPA;kfTPA*TPA;-kfd*rTPA
;0;0;-kfIr0*Ir0+kbIr0*Ir1;kfIr0*Ir0-kbI
r0*Ir1;0;0;-kfRu2*Ru2+kbRu2*Ru3;kf
Ru2*Ru2-kbRu2*Ru3;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}

8) Subdomain settings
Subdomain
name
Diffusion coefficient
(D)
Reaction rate (R)

1-3
EC
{D;D;D;D;DH;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D;D}
{0;-kfrTPA*rcTPA-kfI2*Ire*rcTPA;kfrTPA*rcTPA-kfI1*Ir1*r
TPA-kfR3*Ru3*rTPA;0;0;kfIECL*Ire;-kfI1*Ir1*rTPA+kfI2*Ire
*rcTPA;kfI1*Ir1*rTPA-kfIECL*Ire-kfI2*Ire*rcTPA;0;kfRECL
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*Ru2e;-kfR3*Ru3*rTPA;kfR3*Ru3*rTPA-kfRECL*Ru2e;kfIE
CL*Ire;kfRECL*Ru2e;0;0;0;0}

Subdomain initial value
Concentration, TPA (TPA) mol/m3
Concentration, Ir0 (Ir0)
mol/m3
Concentration, Ru2 (Ru2) mol/m3

1-3
cTPA
cIr0
cRu0

9) Functions
Function: SC
Data source type: table
x
0
0.01
10

f(x)
0
0.01
10

10) Solver settings
-

General

Analysis type
Auto select solver
Solver
Solution form
Symmetric
Adaptive mesh refinement
Optimization/Sensitivity
Plot while solving

-

Transient
On
Time dependent
Automatic
auto
Off
Off
Off

Direct (UMFPACK)

Solver type: Linear system solver
Parameter
Pivot threshold
Memory allocation factor

Value
0.1
0.7
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-

Time stepping

Parameter
Times
Relative tolerance
Absolute tolerance
Times to store in output
Time steps taken by solver
Maximum BDF order
Singular mass matrix
Consistent initialization of DAE systems
Error estimation strategy
Allow complex numbers

Value
range(0,0.01,5)
0.0000001
0.0000001
Specified times
Free
5
Maybe
Backward Euler
Include algebraic
On
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